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Assembly may raise tuition
By DWAYNE YANCEY
Students at state-supported
colleges in Virginia will be
paying higher tuition in 197778 if a bill before the General
Assembly is approved. '
Last fall, the state's college
tuition ranked fifth highest in
the nation, according to an
official of the American
Association of State Colleges
and Universities
The proposal by Del. A. R.
"Pete" Geisen (R-Staunton)
would raise tuition at Madison
College $100 per year for
Virginia students and from

Businesses
curtailing
operations
The Harrisonburg Retail
Merchants Association was
quick to respond Saturday to
Governor Mills Godwin's
declaration of a state
emergency which curtailed
business operations to 40
hours per week.
Nearly
40
area
businessmen and women
crowded into David Garber's
jewelry store three hours
after Godwin's statement to
set their new hours at' 10:304:30
Monday
through
Saturday, but remaining open
until 8:30 Friday nights.
Some chain stores said they
would have to abide by the
hours set by their state office.
Nancy Garber, association
president, said she was "so
proud" of the merchants for
"being willing to do whatever
they could" to help out during
the two-week emergency
period set by the Governor.
The 40 hour week imposed
by Godwin will not apply to
the sale of prescription drugs,
hospitals, hotels, emergency
medical services, public
utilities, air, rail, or bus
terminals, or service stations
within three miles of an interstate highway. ■
The restrictions will have
the "full force of law" and
violations will be considered
misdemeanors.
Businesses
' are
also
required to keep their thermostats no higher than 65
degrees.
.

$100 to $400 a year for out of
state students.
Yearly tuition for Virginia
day students at Madison is
$732, $2,096 for Virginia
boarding students; $1,232 for
commuting non-Virginians,
and $2,596 for boarding nonVirginians.
The increase would be
based on Virginia students
paying 33 percent of the cost of
their education. The General
Assembly last year set the
rate at 30 per cent.
The bill would mean that
tuition increases at some
state-supported schools would
be larger than at Madison.
Virginia Tech's tuition would
be raised $250 for state
students, $500 for out of state.
The University of Virginia and
Norfolk State College would
both raise costs $200 for
Virginians and tuition at Old
Dominion University would
increase $200 for nonVirginians.
The measure would add
$22.2 million to the state
treasury,
Geisen told the
House Appropriations
Committee Wednesday.
The Assembly, and the
Appropriations Committee in

particular, is seeking new
revenue sources in order to
prevent a $102.6 million deficit
in the state budget.
Governor Mills E. Godwin,
Jr. has stated that he wi'l
order a 2.5 per cent cutback
in
spending
if
the
legislature provides no
solution to the state's financial
woes.
The Governor's proposed
spending reduction would
mean state-supported colleges
will lose $5.1 to $7.2 million
and be forced to lay off 593
employees for various lengths
of time, according to Donald
Finley, a finance specialist
with the Appropriations
Committee.
Colleges would also have to
restrict admission of new
students and normal main(Continued on Page t>

CPB elections today,
chairman chosen
By SHARON BRILL
Hummer Davis has been
chosen chairman of the
Campus Program Board
(CPB) executive council for
1977-78, She defeated Wayne
Doleski in an election held
Jan. 20.
The chairmen of the CPB
committees will be selected
today.
Davis believes the purpose
of the CPB is to bring "entertainment of all walks of
life" to Madison College
students "in compliance with
their needs" and believes that,
is the most important goal for
the executive council.
CPB must be "a cohesive
working organization" and all
CPB members must be
"totally informed on all CPB
activities," she said.
Serving on the CPB
executive council are the
council chairman, the committee chairmen, director of
student activities Jim Logan,
associate director of student
activities Jerry Weaver, and a
secretary.
All positions except those
held by Weaver and Logan are
filled by students, according
to Sharon Stubbs-Mercke,

House approves 'JMU'
The Virginia House of
Delegates voted 95-0 last week
to approve a bill changing the
name of Madison College to
"James Madison University."
The bill was sponsored in the
house by Delegate Bonnie

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT Meade Palmer
shows "on going landscaping" to the Planning

Paul of Harrisonburg and 39
co-patrons.
An identical bill was to
have been considered by the
Senate education committee
Thursday, but was delayed
due to the Equal Rights
Amendment debate.

and Development Commission. See story, page
four.
M>o»» by Waym PTHV*

Chrysalis planned while funding examined
Funding awaiting SGA approval
By TOM DULAN
Chrysalis funding
is
awaiting approval of the
Student Government
Association(SGA) Senate,
according to finance committee ' chairman
Paul
Manning, whose committee
has recommended that the
art-literary magazine be
funded $4,570.
Of the total, $3,000 would
come from President Ronald
Carrier's
office.
The
remaining $1570 would be

allocated directly from the
SGA, Manning said, adding
that he hopes the decision will
be made at tonight's SGA
meeting.
A 30-page ..issue in basic
magazine format is planned
with publication at 4,000
copies, according to Chrysalis
literary editor Wayne Tucker.
About 30 poems were submitted by students last week,
the first "official" week of the
drive for material, he said.
(Continued on Page 8)

Committee seeks 'financialcontinuity'
By JUDY MOON
«. The Chrysalis must have
financial continuity and an
existence of its own if it is to
survive at Madison College,
according to a committee
studying the Chrysalis.
The committee to study the
Chrysalis was established by
President Ronald Carrier late
last fall, when funding for the
literary magazine was in
l
doubt.
According to Gordon Gray,
managing editor for this

year's Chrysalis, the Student
Government
Association
(SGA) may allocate approximately $1,000 for this
year's Chrysalis, with another
$-1,500 co"»»ug fronva fund .of.
the President's.
Funding for next year's
Chrysalis has not been
assured by either of this
year's sources.
The Chrysalis has three
choices concerning future
financing, according to Dr.
(Continued on Page 8)

current CPB executive
council chairman.
To qualify as a committee
chairman, a student must
have served on a CPB committee for at least one
semester and submit a written
application. No one is allowed
to run for two positions,
Stubbs-Mercke said.
The CPB executive committee reviews the applications and all candidates
are allowed to present a three (Continued on Page f)

Redemption
rumor found
to be false
By TERESA BRUMBACK
A rumor concerning
redemption value in
.product labels that has
apparently spread
throughout
central
Virginia has been taken
seriously by some
Madison
College
students.
Radio stations WSVA
(Harrisonburg)
and
WTON
(Staunton)
recently announced that
the square computer
code of numbers and
vertical lines found on
product labels have no
redemption value.
Several
area
residents and Madison
students have been
saving the product
labels in an effort they
believed would purchase time on a dialysis
machine for persons
needing kidney treatments.
Members of the
Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship (IV) have
been saving the labels
for a girl in Churchville
who needed the treatments. One trea tment on
the dialysis machine
costs approximately
$700.00, according to
Norma Jean Riddle,
coordinator of the
project for IV.
A kidney patient
must receive at least
two or three of these
treatments a week.
The name of the
project is "Check it Out
to Make Sure" and with
500 labels she was told a
patient could receive
one free treatment, and
up to a possible 15 free
treatments on the
dialysis machine.
IV turned the labels
over to a lady in
Weyer's Cave. The
labels were then handed
from person to person
until they reached a
Mrs. Bartenslager in
Staunton.
She said that she had
learned about the
project
from
the
'.'beauty parlor" and
haa saved and collected
the labels from others
until she heard on
WTON
radio
in
Staunton that the idea
was a rumor.
The project, un(Continued on Page 7)
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' W JMU proposal
leaves questions'

Readers Jorum

To the Editor:
I was deeply troubled after
reading last Tuesday's Breeze
article "Need for WJMU
questioned." I felt compelled
to express my opinion and
encourage each and every
student to give serious thought
to this issue.
Our SGA is asking the
administration to pay the
initial $21,000 set-up costs for
such a station. However, this
tremendous "estimation" is
only the beginning.
According
to
SGA
President Mike Anestos,
"WJMU would not solicit
advertising for at least a few
years." I would like to know
who will be committed to bear
the burden of the costs for
those few years?
We are also told that
someone will have to be
"employed" to repair the
small transmitting units that
will be installed on campus
buildings, and though he won't
have to be FCC-licensed, he

6

Pardon a slap in the face'
should not be rewarded. This
argument reduces to the
absurd position that more
men should have died in the
war."
The writer is right, this is
absurd.- But it is the writer
himself who has created the
absurdity. No group regardless of belief or patriotism
would want more men to die in
a war.
Saying that draft resistors
and evaders should .not be
rewarded for their actions is
not saying more should have
died in the war. It's saying
that those who refused to do
the "honorable" thing, by
serving in the military when
they were called to serve,
should not be allowed to
return to the U.S. without any
chastisement of any sort or
without any obligation to the
U.S. The key word through
this whole amnesty question is
not the war in Vietnam, it is
the word "honor."
I would suggest that the
editorial writer look this up in
a dictionary to find what it
means. It's not the Tightness
or the wrongness of the war.
It's the refusal of the draft
resistor or evader to help
protect his country. Those
who were called and served
knew the meaning of the word
"honor" and patriotism.
Those who refused or ran
knew when they left the U.S.
that they could not return
unless they paid the penalty.
If they really believed in
what thev were fighting for
they would have stayed and
faced the consequences.
Mohammed AH was one such
a person who refused to be
drafted, He served a period of
time in jail, but he stayed and
fought.
No one likes the thought of
possibly dying. When I was
drafted, I was upset about the
idea of death. But if no one
serves in the military who will
protect the things we take for
granted every day?
The writer further states
that it's to Mr. Carter's credit
to lose the favor of groups like
the American Legion. Where
does the writer get off saying
that all groups who oppose
amnesty should be ignored,
that loss of their support will
improve Mr. Carter s image.
This is what he means, this
writer of editorials. This is a
typical insult of an illinformed, opinionated person.
If Mr. Carter feels the same
way, and I doubt it, it would be
a strange position for a
"People's President" to take.
To the veterans who
honorably served and their
widows and children, plus the
veterans who came back from
the war, this is a slap in the
face. The men who died in all
the wars fought to protect the
U.S., for whatever reason.
From the revolutionary war
up to the war in Vietnam one
must surely wonder what
state our nation has. come to,
to pardon such people.
It is too late to repair the
damage. The President has
pardoned these people. Approving a plan drawn up by a
former
P.O.W.
who
collaborated with the North
Vietnamese, Jimmy Carter
has healed- the "so-called"

To the Editor:
The editorial in the Jan. 25
"Breeze" entitled "Pardon is
a step to new commitment"
has prompted me to respond
to the writer's biased editorial
in behalf of the veterans,
American Legion and any
other group who seems to
disagree with the editorial
writer. The editorial deals
with President Carter's
blanket amnesty for all
Vietnam era draft resistors
and evaders.
Read it by all means. I'm
sure you'll agree it makes
amazing
reading.
The
editorial seems to carry the
opinion that the amnesty was
the only "right" thing to do.
This is indeed amazing. In
whose opinion? Not mine and
certainly not countless other
Americans.
The editorial funttier adds
that Mr. Carter's decision
would either be considered too
much, or too little. This
statement is correct. Unfortunately it is one of the few
correct statements in the
"Pardon" editorial.
The first statement that I
take issue with in the editorial
is the statement, and I quote,
"Carter will lose favor with
EDups such as the American
gion. That is to his credit.
Arguments postulated by
these groups opposed to
amnesty or pardons usually
amount to the following:
Because 50,000 men died,
those who refused to fight

fBtteze
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wounds of the past and
pleased a few people such as
the writer of the "Pardon"
editorial and the draft evaders
and resistor's families. He
may have opened new wounds
in regards to veteran's groups
and lots of
patriotic
Americans.
Michael Christian, a former P.O.W., and a Navy
lieutenant, who opposed the
amnesty and put all his
medals on a veteran's grave
in Norfolk, Va. Put it best as
he put in for retirement from
the military in protest to
Jimmy Carter's amnesty
plan, "I'm retiring in protest
because the price of honor is
at an all time low this year."
How true. And what a
shame.
William T. PoweU. Jr.

Freshman feels 'shafted9
by college bookstore
books makes it nearly impossible to sell your own books
at any decent price. The
bookstore will not offer decent
buy-back prices on any books,
especially paperbacks. They
pre-package new and used
books for most of the upcoming freshmen, so where
are we to get rid of our old
books.?
The students and faculty
realize that prices are too high
and that pre-packaging books
is unfair and costly but are
unable to do anything about it.
The administrators, the ones
capable of making a change,
don't seem to care.
For most of them, they
have neither paid the price of
modern day tuition nor the
price of books. If the administration would find time
to open its eyes and see the
problems at hand, it would see
what is wrong.
Perhaps even better, why
don't they enroll as a freshman in
business
administration.
Douglas C. Ware

To the Editor:
My subject is the prepackaging of books for freshmen. I am a freshman and I
feel like I was shafted by the
Madison College admissions
office and the Madison College
Bookstore.
A student transferring
from a high school lifestyle to
a college lifestyle is confused
and
vulnerable.
At
orientation, Madison's administration takes advantage
of this vulnerability by offering an easy answer to the
problem of books. Confused
and wishing to relieve himself
of one more hassle, he signs
the white sheet stating he
desires his books to be prepackaged.
The white paper states
nothing but the fact that the
bookstore will pre-package
the student's required books. I
contend that adequate information is neither given
about book prices, nor the
books availability through
other sources.
Also, this pre-packaging of

will have to -be "just as
knowledgeable". Does such a
person exist9 What rationale
would someone with this
amount of knowledge have for
not being licensed and
receiving the paycheck of a
licensed engineer?
Thus, we have added a
permanent salary to the
operating costs of such a
station.
Mr. Anestos states that the
SGA could fund the project out
of next year's budget if
"enough" students want the
station "more than other
services now funded by the
student government.
In
other words, some of us are
being offered an exchange of
services.
I seriously wonder what
will constitute "enough"
students and just how many
commuter students, who
constitute 44 per cent of the
student body, will be willing to
forfeit present SGA services
for one which they cannot and
will not receive. ,
However, the thing that
upsets me the most is that our
SGA is proposing a $21,000plus project without any sound
rationale to support such an
undertaking, those persons
who need "an excellent
training ground" to the world
of broadcast, should be in the
communication arts program
at Madison.
This department offers an
excellent program in the field
of broadcasting, and has
stated that it "has no need for
such a training facility".
The whole idea seems
ridiculous. The proposal is to
create a non-commercial, AM
mono station whose signal can
onlv be received in the
buildings on the immediate
Madison campus. Yet; we
already
have a
noncommercial FM stereo station
which serves the whole
valley!
If the students feel WMRA
does not serve their needs, I
firmly believe we should
strive to see what can be done
to tailor the'programming to
suit those needs. The entire
Madison student body constitutes a large part of
WMRA's audience and must
certainly have a voice in
public radio.
Wayne E. Baker
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Income tax column:

Taxpayers' 'sickpay'exclusion repealed
TAX REFORM ACT OF 1976
BY

?

■

x

Joseph E. Ilollis
and
Kevin G. Miller
Second in a series
Sick Pay Exclusions- Effective for taxable years
beginning after 12-31-75.
The former "sick pay"
exclusion for taxpayers has
been repealed and is replaced
with a very limited exclusion
from gross income.
The
exclusion is available only for
taxpayers under 65 who retire
on disability and are totally
and permanently disabled
when they retire.
"Retirement" means that
the individual has stopped
active employment in all
respects because of disability.
To be "totally and
permanently" disabled, the individual must be incapable of
gainful employment because
of physical or mental conditions which has lasted or can
be expected to last for 12
continuous months or which is
expected to result in death.
Taxpayers qualifying may
exclude $100 per week up to a
maximum of $5,200 for any
one year.
The maximum
exclusion must be reduced on
a dollar-for-dollar basis for
gross income above $15,000,
including the disability income.
Taxpayers
may
be
required to "prove" their
disability periodically. Also,
special rules now apply to
disability income from an-

nuities, military and public
servants.
For taxpayers who retired
before 1-1-76, the disability
income can still be excluded if
he or she was (a) permanently
and totally disabled on 1-1-76
and (b) either retired or could
have retired on disability.
Alimony Payments- Effective
for Taxable years beginning
after 12-31-76.
The deduction for alimony
payments made during the
taxable year will be a
deduction from gross income
to determine adjusted gross
income. Previously, alimony
fiayments were deductions
rom adjusted gross income to
arrive at taxable income.
The change means that this
deduction is available to
taxpayers regardless of
whether they take the standard deduction or the itemized
deductions.
Note that this change deals
with the method of deduction.
The
requirements
for
deducibility still prevail.
Tax Credit- Earned IncomeEffective for taxable year
ending after 12-31-75.
The temporary refundable
earned income tax credit,
which was to end on 6-30-76,
has been extended to 12-31-77
and
the
eligibility
requirements have been
liberalized. Taxpayers who
qualify must:
a. Maintain a household for
the entire year which is the
principal place of abode of the
taxpayer add at least one of

his or her children under 19
years of age or a student. An
adult child meets the
requirement only if disabled
with an impairment that can
be expected to result in death
or to be of long-continued and
indefinite duration, but only if
dependency exemption is
available to the taxpayer for
the child.
b. File a joint return if
married.
The tax credit for the
taxpayer is equal to 10 per
cent of the first $4,000 of
earned income reduced by 10
per cent of earned income in
excess of $4,000.

Taxable Income Credit- Effective for taxable years
ending after Dec. 31, 1975.
The general tax credit of
$30 for each taxpayer and
each of his dependents has
been increased and extended
to January 1, 1978.
Taxpayers are entitled to
deduct a $35 tax credit for
himself-herself and for each
dependent or 2 per cent of the
first $9,000 of taxable income.
There is no additional
credit for blindness or taxpayers over 65 years of age.
Retirement Income CreditEffective for taxable years

beginning after 12-31-75.
(Note: This provision is a 2step change in the maximum
base and it involves taxable
year beginning after 12-31-75
and 12-31-76.)
The "retirement income
credit" has now been replaced
with a much less restrictive
"credit for the elderly". Now,
taxpayers 65 or over with
earned income, may benefit
because the tax credit is no
longer limited to "retirement
income".
Also, the old
requirement that individuals
must have at least $600 of
earned income in each of the
(Continued on Page!)

'Carter faces chess match'
By EDWARD CONNORS
Power and prestige are only part of Jimmy
Carter's inheritance from the previous ao>
ministration. From Henry Kissinger, the new
president received a continuing chess match
with the Soviet Union.
The match involves the foreign policy of
both nations. The game pieces are the
developing nations of the world. Like the
Spasky-Fischer marathon, this confrontation
has time limits on each move.
It's Carter's turn, and recent events in

\ews analysis
southern Africa are forcing him to make his
niove there.
Last week, Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian
Smith rejected the British settlement plan to
bring about black majority rule in that nation.
Smith said the plan was "so far removed from
reality that it would lead to chaos."
Smith's actions may produce the same,
results. Political storm warnings have been
rampant in Rhodesia for the past five years.
Now the thunder is rumbling closer.
The question at hand involves the nature of
the transition government that will precede
majority rule. Smith felt the British plan gave,
certain black nationalists, known as the/
"Patriotic Front," too much power. This group
includes militant guerrilla factions. The prime
minister would prefer to see more moderate
and popularly elected blacks holding positions
in that government.
This demand seems legitimate, at least
from an American perspective. The guerrilla
factions are receiving their training from
Cuban advisers operating out of Zambia. They
and most members of the "Popular Front" are
extremists who can be easily manipulated into
a civil war by Communist governments.
Within the "Popular Front" are feuding
factions maneuvering for positions for power

in the government of Zimbabwi—the future
name of Rhodesia. The common goal of black
majority rule is but a smau thread holding
these groups together. It is widely believed
that a black against white civil war would be
followed by a black against black conflict.
So Smith has decided to re-negotiate black
demands, based on the original Kissinger plan.
These proposals give whites key positions in
the interim government. Unfortunately, the
prime minister's track record of blatant
discrimination damages his credibility.
Time is running out on the whites in
Rhodesia. Smith must act quickly if this
strategically located nation is to be kept from
going the same route as Angola.
Time also poses a problem for the infant
Carter administration. The chess board shows
the Soviets moving their knight-Cuba-into an
offensive position. What moves can the United
States make?
Congress—fortunately or unfortunately—
can be expected to deny any American armed intervention in Rhodesia. This leaves us
leaning on the hope of a peaceful settlement.
The persistence of white leaders and the
burning spirit of black liberation combine to
dim these hopes. Rhodesia is on the griddle and
South Africa is just a step away from the
boiler. In the latter nation, the white government has recently given police unprecedented
power to indiscriminately use force in any
situation resembling a riot.
Such measures ring of desperation. And
indeed, southern Africa has all the symptoms
of that condition. Should Rhodesia's fate rest
on blood instead of compromise, their southern
neighbors will be looking north, alone, into a
loaded continent of resentment and hostility.
And the chess, match will become one-sided.
It's your move, Mr. Carter. This game is a
serious test of America's commitment to
liberty. The audience grows restless with
anticipation

BEAUTY PALACE
is pleased to announce
the addition o/Regina Lewis to their |
staff. She specializes in straightening
■ and wash, press and curl.
We specialize in pleasing
customers9 tastes in men
and women hairstyles.

Walk in or call for appointment
438 N. Mason St.
in Rose's Shopping Center
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CampilS Comments
Mary Conrad
siudent)

Tink Flamingos'

(Graduate

({nth Manning (Junior)
"I don't care one way or

i don't think they should
have shown it. 1 think they
would have run into more
trouble than it was worth. No,
I don't think I would have gone
to see it."

another."
Chris Beer (Freshman)
"I feel if people want to see it,
they should nave the chance.
If they want to spend the
money, they should be able to.
Yes. I would have gone to see
it."

Cathy Moxley (Freshman)
"I really don't know what the
movie was about. If it was
shown, it wouldn't bother me.
I would probably not go to see
it."

KIM TAYLOE
By SHELLEY MATT
Should the CPB have shown
"Pink Flamingos"? Why or
why not? Would you have gone
to see it?
John Carr Sophomore)
"It should have been shown.
Yes, I would have gone to see
it because it would have been
something different to do on
campus. v

Greg King (Sophomore)
"Yes, it should have been
shown. Yes, I would have gone
to see it because we all go to
the movies. There's nothing
else to do."
Germando Harris
(Sophomore)
"I think they should have
shown it because we are all
adults on campus and it
wouldn't have . offended
anybody. And if it did, they
those that would have been
offended shouldn't go. Yes, I
would have gone to see it."

BURNELL WOODSON
Anne Lauzier (Junior)
"If there are a lot of students
who want to see it, then let
them see it. I wouldn't have
gone to see it, but that's really
because I've heard negative
reactions to it."
Art Moves (Sophomore)
"Yes, they should have shown
it. If someone doesn't want to
see it they won't go. Yes, I
would go to see it."

Physics department gets grant
\,

Plasma experiments to be conducted
By KENT BOOTY
With help from a private
organization and the federal
government, the Madison
College physics department is
currently involved in a
plasma physics research,
according to department head
Dr. Robert Kribel.
Last year, he said, the
department received a grant
of nearly $10,000 from a
privately-endowed group, the
"Research Corporation," and
$11,000 in surplus equipment
from the federal government
to conduct three specialized
experiments in plasma
physics research.
In addition, the physics
department has entered
proposals for federal funding
of two of the experiments and
there's a "high probability"
that at least one will soon be

funded, Kribel said.
Basically, the three experiments are concerned with
controlling fusion reactions to
extract energy from water,
Kribel said.
Started on a "small scale"
with department funds, the
project could have farreaching implications within
our lifetimes, Kribel said. For
example, the successful
development of commercial
fusion reactors may make it
possible to extract energy
equivalent to 350 gallons of
gasoline from a single gallon
of water.
The first experiment,
Kribel said, looks at the
confinement of plasma in a
magnetic bottle; the second
experiment studies the use of
a plasma source to produce a
high-energy ion beam; and

Landscape plan given
Madison
College's
"ongoing landscaping plan"
was presented to the Planning
and Development Commission by landscape architect Meade Palmer,
Friday.
Palmer, who has been
associated with the college for
almost ten years, showed the
commission his plans for
landscaping Madison and
explained the "continuity"
with which he has designed

Kirkland makes
'Who's Who'
Sanford Kirkland, general
manager of WMRA-FM, has
been selected to have his
biography appear in the latest
edition of "Who's Who in the
Suuu, ~..i 3wiiiv,c3fe''

■=*-"

Kirkland, who is also an
instructor of communication
arts has been on the Madison
faculty since 1974.
He
received his bachelors degree
from the University of Alaska
and his masters degree from
Central Missouri State
University.

the landscaping of the campus.
The plans included the
design for the James Madison
Memorial, the landscaping for
the lake, Godwin Hall and the
N-complex dorms.
Much of his plan has
already been completed,
according to Palmer, with the
exception of the lake landscaping and the James
Madison Memorial.
The landscaping of the lake
will be complete when the new
dorms are finished. The
James Madison Memorial is
still in the process of being
funded.

the third is a diagnostic experiment to find new ways of
measuring plasma properties.
The research project is
under the supervision of Dr.
Ka-Ngo Leung, an assistant
professor of physics. In addition to Leung, and Kribel,
Dr. Gerald Taylor, another
physics professor, three
graduate and three undergraduate students are
involved in the project.
Plasma physics research is
currently a "hot area" of
study and the Madison project
is the largest in the state,
Kribel said, adding that the
University of Virginia and
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
are "seriously considering"
undertaking projects of their
own.
The project is "beginning
to make an impact" in the
national academic community as well, Kribel said.
Leung has been consulting
at the Oak Ridge Laboratories
, in Tennessee, and Kribel has
recently been in touch with the
Navel Research Labs and
Cornell University.
In addition, research
papers have been published
for the U.S. Energy Research
and Development Agency and
for the annual meeting of the
American Physical Society.
Kribel said.

Betty Murray (Freshman)
"I don't really know that
much about the movie. I do
think people should have the
opportunity to see it—freedom
of choice. I doubt I would have
gone to see it because I don't
have the time."
Burnell Wood son (Junior)
"I don't know that much about
it."
Forrest Miles (Senior)
"I don't think they should
have shown it because I don't
think it would have been worth
the time, money or effort. I
would have gone to see it but a
lot of students would have
objected."
Debbie Garrison (Sophomore)
"No, I don't think it should
come. I have seen it before
and I don't think it should
come." ^

FORREST MILES
Bill Ma thews (Senior)
"Just because of its rating is
no reason not to show it. No, I
probably would not have gone
to see it, but if there was no
other entertainment I might
have gone."
Bill Hi I lings ley (Freshman)
"I wouldn't have gone to see it
because I disagree with it
morally."
Kim Tayloe (Sophomore)
"If there's so much controversy, it shouldn't be
shown. CPB should find a
better movie than that
anyway."

Chisholm to be on WVPT
Shirley
Chisholm,
Chisholm advocates that
Democratic Congresswoman . student-centered communitycontrolled schools provide the
from New York, comments on
education and her ideas for i answers to the country's
educational dilemmas. She
changing the educational
also comments that the
system on
February 2 at
schools are inhibiting the
7:30 p.m. on WVPT-TV,
process of personal discovery
public television.
by students, and that the
Chisholm,s lecture,
student, rather than the
"Rethinking Alternatives in
subject
matter,
should
Education" is divided into two
become the center of the
half-hour programs, each
educational process.
including remarks and
Valley Pike, a local
audience questions. The
production of WVPT, airs
programs
were
taped
each Wednesday at 7:30,
November 7 at Madison
focusing in on happenings and
College
events of interest in the WVPT
During her remarks,
viewing area.

TYPING
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Carrier: Basis for goals are in state funding
Other avenues of advancement are also open
By ROGER WELLS
Second of four articles
Q: What are some of the
prerequisites for achieving
these goals? How much is
going to rely on funds? How
much can be initiated within
the present structure of the
Institution?
Carrier: We're well on our
way to accomplishing some
of these objectives.
We have the basis for them
in our funding from the state.
Had we not been required to
revert almost $700,000 this
year, we could have taken
enormous steps in achieving
some of those missions.
If the state's revenue
situation improves, either
from improvement in the
economy or from additional
taxes, then next year we will make some advancements in
achieving these goals.

'ti?e will not
become an
elitist institution'
By and large it depends on
the funding from the state; we
are not, however, relying
solely on that.
We're going to increase our
efforts in the area of giving;
this past year was the best
year we ever had.
Our goal then is to enlarge
on this to about $200,000 to
$300,000 a year in cash givings
and deferred givings that we
can invest, which will produce
perhaps another $100,000.
The basis for these
programs has already been
established and the formulas
approved by the state Council.
Now it's a matter of finding
the additional revenue.
In regard to building, that's
something
which
is
frustrating to us all, including
members of the General

Assembly and the Governor.
It's going to have to be done;
there's no other way to do it,
except through some new
taxes, or through a bond issue.
I'm not sure that the
General Assembly this time
will face up to that but I am
confident that the leadership
in this state will, within the
next year or so, come to grips
with the problems of capital
needs throughout the state
and also to adequately fund
the formula which has been
approved.
There are also many other
things that we can do. I think
Harvard is great primarily
because it has funds, but it's
great too because it has a
great tradition. There are
many things beyond funding
that are important, though I
think funding is primary.
I do feel that what I do as a
college president is also
significant in terms of
providing the type of environment where people can
feel that they not only can
achieve the goals of the institution but they can also
achieve some personal goals
which are important in their
development.
Q: Recently you announced
what some referred to as a
"no-growth policy" which, I
believe, you prefer to call a
"stable enrollment policy."
What are the short term
implications of such a policy?
and what is the prognosis for
the long term?
Carrier: I don't like to refer to
it as "no growth" because,
unfortunately, over the past 15
years in higher education,
we've tended to associate
growth with numbers and
that's not the reason we grew.
We grew at Madison in
order to have a large enough
enrollment base so that we
could have 70 majors at the
undergraduate level and 30 at

the graduate level.
You
couldn't do that with 4,000
students.
It's not necessary to have
10.000 students to do it. but we
established our population on
the basis of ecuational
philosophy and not on the
basis of numbers per se.
What we want to stress in
the next few years is the
growth in quality and improvement in learning opportunities, the growth m
personal relationships.
The question that you've
asked about the short-run
implications is an important
question,
and requires
probably as much thought on
the part of the faculty and
staff of this institution as any
question that's faced us.
The most serious implication from no further

growth in population is that
some disciplines and some
major fields will be growing
faster than other major fields,
and we want to avoid the
problem of having to direct
students into certain majors
and to put ceilings on some
other areas.
We want to examine our
enrollment to make sure that
it is' large enough to accommodate freedom of
choice.
And this is going to require
some very interesting work on
the part of the faculty. And
the Faculty Senate under Dr.
Bruce has taken some steps in
leadership to provide this type
of inquiry and direction.
Dr. Bruce and Dr. Staunton
have established a committee
to examine the curriculum to
see where there can be moce

cooperation, to see where one
discipline that might not be
attracting as many students
might be more supportive of
another discipline.
With this kind of preplanning, I think you can
maintain a high degree of
integrity in all major areas
while meeting the needs of
society by adjusting to what
the students will need 10 or IS
years from now.
Q:
Should the General
Assembly not approve funds
for the additions to the
physical plant, would it be
possible
to
increase
enrollment?
Carrier: It will not be possible
to increase enrollment
without seriously jeopardizing
(Continued on Page «)
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Singers Glen to be 'on the proverbial map
By DWAYNE YANCEY
lot of the materials we were
Commission will begin debate
using were available in
The tiny
Rockingham
on whether or not to designate
personal copies."
County community of Singers
it.
Glen is now on the proverbial
An enormous amount ot
Along the way, the three
map, thanks to the efforts- of
work is necessary before an
decided that, because of the
two
Madison
College
area can be designated as a
large amount of information
professors.
landmark. Each structure
they had already collected on
must be researched and
Dr. Caroline Marshall of
Funk,
it would not be too
photographed, and its arthe history department and
difficult to have his house
chitecture and history must be
Dr. Martha Caldwell of the art
designated separately.
studied before the Virginia
department, along with local
Toe Funk house was named
Historical
Landmarks
historian J. R. Swank have
suceeded in having the home
of Joseph Funk, the Glen's
Historical
founder and prominent area
printer, religous leader, and
landmark
musician, named as both a
state and national landmark
They are now working to have
the
entire
community
of county
designated as a landmark.
Work on the project began
four years ago when the trio
began digging up old deeds,
tax records, and other!
documents in order to have
Singers- Glen "Hoted <*»• ■ tl»Virginia Landmarks Register
for its predominance of well
Ereserved 19th century
Duses, many still owned by
the original families.
"We had some very good
hick," said Marshall, a native
of Singers Glen and greatgreat-great-grariddaughter of
Joseph Funk."Singers Glen is
a very old community, and a

to the state registry in
November, 1974 and was
named as a national landmark
by the National Register of
Historical Landmarks several
months later.
The exact legal status of
the designation is still
somewhat in question.
"It does oner the house
some protection," said
Marshall "If the house is in
danger of being destroyed or
torn down because it has
structural problems, it makes
it possible for the owner to ask
for federal funds to work on
it."
^
The group's research on the
entire Singers Glen community collected "ton^ and
tons and tons of material"
said Marshall, and has only
been recently completed, four
years after it began.
The Rockingham County
Board of Supervisors approved the application for a
state designation last week,
and the request is now before
the Virginia Landmarks
Commission in Richmond.
"It won't clear down there
anytime soon," said Caldwell,
noting that the Commission
has a large backlog of sites to
consider.
• • "Fhe Funk ftrmHy migrated '

from Europe to Pennsylvania
in 1719, where Henry Funk
became the first Mennonite
bishop in the colonies.
His son, also named Henry,
encountered resentment from
many Mennonite neighbors
because, although he refused
to serve in the American
Revolution, he did not condemn the war altogether.
, When social pressures
became too great, he sold his
property and followed the
German migration south into
Virginia, and settled in the
northwestern section of
Rockingham County in 1786.
His son, Joseph, was nine
years old at the time.
Joseph Funk's house was
built around 1810 in the heart
of the glen. The small bouse,
with its original chimney,
hand-hewn plank floors, and
uncovered beams still intact,
continues as *a private
residence to this day.
Funk was an ardent
musician who not only taught
pupils in his home, but also
traveled up and down the
Valley with his son teaching
music.
He was also influential in
the standardization ofmusical
notation.
(Continued on Page ft) >
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State may raise college tuition
(Continued from Page 1)
tenance operations would be
hampered., he said.
Finley also noted that the
average state student in
Virginia senior colleges pays
more tuition and fees than do
students in 14 other southern
states.
The director of the State
Council of Higher Education,
Danial Marvin, objected to
Geisen's proposal, stating that
tuition in Virginia's colleges

and universities is already too
high.
Madison College public
information director Fred
Hilton said that although
Madison officials have not yet
been in contact with any
legislators, "I suspect that all
the public institutions will let
it be known that we are opposed" to a tuition increase.
Madison College President
Konald Carrier, according to

Hilton, said that there is a
"direct correlation between
tuition, and the access to
higher education" and that
Virginia should do nothing to
limit the public's ability to
obtain education.
Del. Bonnie Paul (RHarrisonburg) backed
Geisen's tuition hike proposal,
saying that her constituents
oppose both a tax increase and
cuts in state aid to schools.

CPB elections, chairman chosen
(Continued from Page 1)
minute speech to the council
before it votes by secret
ballot. A candidate must
receive a two-thirds majority
vote to become chairman.
Anyone on the executive
committee who is running for
a chairmanship may not vote

on that position, StubbsMercke said. Chairmen
cannot automatically keep
their positions from year to
year and an applicant cannot
be an officer of another major
campus organization, such as
the Student Government
Association, a sorority or

fraternity.
The new chairmen are
"technically appointed" by
the college president, StubbsMercke said, and must be
approved by a policy board.
Today, the CPB will select
a secretary and chairmen for
eight committees.

'Sick pay' exclusion repealed
(Continued from Page 3)
preceding 10 years has been
dropped.
The
maximum
base
amount of income for which
the 15 per cent credit may be
claimed is $2,500 for a single
taxpayer who is 65 or over or
married couples filing jointly,
if only one is 65 or over; $3,750
for married couples filing
jointly if both are 65 or over;
and $1,875 for married persons
filing separately.
The
maximum
base
amount of income for which
the credit may be claimed
must be reduced by half of hisher adjusted gross income
which exceeds $7,500 for a
single taxpayer; $10,000 for
married couples filing jointly;
and $5,000 for married person
filing separately.
The tax credit is therefore
lost if the adjusted gross income of the taxpayertaxpayers income reaches:
$12,500 for single; $15,000 for
married couples- only one 65
or over; $17,500 for married
couples both 65 or over; and
$8,750 for married person

filing separately. To claim
the credit, married couples
must file a joint return. An
exception allows a married
person to file separately if heshe lived apart from the other
spouse for the entire year.
Optional Tax Table- Effective
for taxable year beginning
after 12-31-75
The new tax table is based
on taxable income and it must
be used by all taxpayers with
a taxable income of $20,000 or
less, whether you itemize
deductions or not. Taxable
income is adjusted gross
income less personal exemptions and the standard
deductions or itemized
deductions.
Student Loans and Scholarships- Effective for loan
discharged before Jan. 1,1979.
Student loans that are
partially or wholly forgiven, if
the students work at certain
jobs after graduation, are not
included as gross income.
This rule applies to local, state
and U.S. government loans

made directly or through
educational institutions.
State Legislators- Affects all
open tax years.
"Away from home" living
expenses other than expense
for his-her tax home or
residence in the legislative
district are deductible. The
claim for deductions is limited
to the per diem amount
allowed government employees for each day of actual
participation in legislative
activities including days when
in recess for four or less days.
This also applies for
taxable years before 1-1-76
which are not barred by the
statute of limitations but the
claim can't be more than was
claimed on an original or
amended return that was filed
before May 21, 1976.

Goals in state funding
(Continued from Page 5:
the quality of our program.
We've reached the point
where additional students
with the facilities we have
now, go beyond the point of
crowding to the point of
having a serious impact on the
learning experience.
We woula just have to hold
enrollment, and, if they're not
going to provide the capital,
we're just going to have to cut
back.
And with the pressure that
we have for enrollment, that's
a serious problem. By the
time we close off applications
sometime around the first of
February, we should have
around 8,000 applications.
Now this is tremendous
pressure for this institution to
encounter. And we've just got
to be able to respond
somewhat to the pressure and
provide opportunities.
But we don't want to
become a 12,000 or 13,000
institution, because it's not
necessary to achieve our
objectives.

to achieve our educational
objectives.
We are not an elitist institution. If we became an
elitist institution I think that it
would change our mission and
our service.
The first question that we
have in regard to a student
being accepted is whether
that student can benefit and
whether he can successfully
complete the program. And
with that philosophy in mind it
is important that we have all
types of students.
Our objective in our
lifestyle, in all our activities,
is to have diversity, and for
that reason certain types of
students will be given consideration in addition to those
that have the highest scores.
But I suspect what you'll
see over the next few years is
an improvement in the college
board scores of those admitted to Madison and their
class standings.
In future articles: the college
and the community; publish
or perish; athletics; a college
president; a new type of
student, and the ideal
university.

Q:
Should enrollment not
increase, and applications
continue at the present or a
higher level, would you
consider making admissions
policy at Madison more
selective?

Richardson
presents paper

Carrier: We have done that
already; we went away from
the rolling admissions policy.
We will now review all the
applications with the exception of early admissions
for those that have certain
higher standards in college
board scores and class
standings.
Now there are some
modifications of this, in order

Ben Richardson of the
Political
Science
and
Geography Department
recently presented a paper at
the Southeastern Division
Meeting of the Association of
American Geographers at
Fredricksburg, Va.
The paper was entitled
"High Altitude Color Infrared
Photography.
A Research
Tool and Teaching Aid."

Dr. Ilollis and Mr. Miller are
faculty members in the
Department of Accounting
and Finance, School of
Business, Madison College.
Both are Certified Public
Accountants.

Singers Glen on proverbial map
(Continued from Page 5)
His encouragement ot
congregational singing in
churches and the fact that he
allowed his children to play
sacred music with the flute
and violin ran counter to the
beliefs of many of the more
conservative members of
Funk's Mennonite sect.
Funk was known to occasionally take communion
with Presbyterians and some
of children later joined that
church rather than become
Mennonites.
His contributions to the
Mennonite church, however,
are numerous. Funk purchased a printing press in
1847, which he used to publish
the Mennonite hymnal and
other church-related works.
The Mennonite doctrine
was translated from German
into English by Funk and he
encouraged the use of English
in worship services, a practice

that made the transition from
Germany to America easier
for the Mennonites. It also
reduced some to the suspcions
held by many Americans
about the Mennonite faith.
A small, tightly-knit
community grew up around
Funk's home known as
Mountain Valley. After his
death the name was changed
to Singers Glen, in honor of his

CRAFTS,

Newby*8
Custom T-Shirta
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musical contributions to the
area.
The group will not rest,
however, after the effort to
have Singers Glen designated
as a landmark is successful.
Caldwell
is
already
working on having several
other area homes and communities name as historical
landmarks.
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Train for the
Navy's sky now.
If you qualify, you can sign up for Navy
flight training while you're still in
college and be assured of the program you
want. Our AOC program (if you want to be a
pilot) or our NFOC program (if you want to
be a flight officer), can get you into the
Navy sky for an exciting, challenging career,
i*
>
As a sophomore, you can guarantee yourself a seat in a flight school through the
AVROC program.
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Daniels concert 'memorable'
Southern country-rock fills Godwin Hall

CHARLIE DANIELS
audience with "Texas,"
prowess with the fiddle.
"The South's Gonna Do
Special."

By JEFF COLLIER AND
DWAYNE YANCEY
The South rose again
Friday night in the form of the
Charlie Daniels Band who had
a full house at Godwin Hall on
its feet and screaming for
more.
At an inaugural party for
Jimmy Carter the week
before, an ambassador had
infuriated
Daniels
by
requesting that he play "soft,
incidental cocktail music."
Daniels' music is anything
but "soft, incidental cocktail
music."
Supported by an
outstanding cast of Barry
Barnes, lead guitar; Mark
Fitzgerald, "singing bass";
Joe DiGregorio, keyboards;
and Fred Edwards and Gary
Allen, double drums, the hefty
guitarist-fiddler from Tennessee is a superb example of
Southern-style country rock.
Daniels describes his music
as the typical southern
dedication to "gut-rotting
whiskey and Saturday night
and pistols and poker and
hellacious fights" with the

thrilled Saturday's Godwin Hall
a song on which he showed his
Other Daniels favorites included
It Again" and "Orange Blossom
photo by Jerry Cildwell

'Aerosmith gaining on Stones'
<

^

By DWAYNE YANCEY
It was a cold, dark
December evening when I
drove off the Interstate and
the Roanoke Civic Center first
came into view.
The "Aerosmith-Sold Out"
sign flashed in front of me and
I clutched my ticket just to
make sure that I hadn't made
the two-hour drive for nothing.
Once inside, I joined a
growing group of people in
front of the stage. Most of
them were rowdy, all of them
impatient. The guy next to me
had just finished a fifth of
vodka and was looking for
more. Soon the clank of beer
cans on the concrete floor
could be heard above the din.
Frisbees cut silently through
the ritual haze.
R.E.O. Speedwagon played
first, before being mercifully
rolled away by the restless
crowd. During the course of
the evening, this crowd would
see three fights, some unholy
pushing, and one of the finest
concerts ever in the state of
Virginia.
A black curtain dropped
down to hide the stage and
would not rise again until the

first slashing chords of
"Mama Kin" roared through
the public address system.
Then, in a blinding flash of
light, lead singer Steven Tyler
leaped out of nowhere, tied a
scarf around the microphone
stand and proceeded to bandy
it about for the rest of the
concert. The "boys from

Concert review
Boston" were there in the
flesh, at last.
Aerosmith
is
third
generation rock. Born with the
ancient bluesmen who drifted
up the Mississippi, and introduced to America by the
likes of Chuck Berry, the
music incorporates the primal
elements of man-raw energy
and tension.
(Before Aerosmith there
were people like Jeff
Beck, Eric Clapton, and the
Rolling Stones." They were the
British invasion of the 60s.
But most of them have
either moved to different
fields or are jaded now. So it's
left to bands like Aerosmith to
carry the torch of blues-rock,
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this time with a 1970s grip.
The Rolling Stones had
always been "The Greatest
Rock and Roll Band in the
World," and I was anxious to
see if Aerosmith--"The
Hottest Band in America"could measure up.
The similarites between the
two have been much
discussed-Steven Tyler and
Mick Jagger both look like
pouty schoolboys and Joe
Perry and Keith Richard
could easily pass for wasted
renegades.
A guitar band, Aerosmith
ran the gamut of their much
beloved chord-ripping
numbers slowing down only
for the powerful and intense
"Dream On."
Dressed in a leopard-skin
jumpsuit and coiled like a
snake, Tyler had his fun with
the more risque numbers "Big Ten Inch Record,"
"Lord of the Thighs" and
"Lick and a Promise. "Steven
Tyler will never be a poet
laureate, but rock was never
meant to be the vehicle for
philosophical treatises.
After it was over and .the
lights had come on to extinguish any hopes of another
encore, some of the audience
remained in front of the stage
looking up in awe-the guys
still contemplating the fact
that Perry had used seven,
count'em, seven different
guitars, and the girls still
thinking about Tyler, the new
punk hero.
Aerosmith may never be
able to fully claim the title left
by the aging Stones, but
they're certainly on the right
track

r

(Continued from Page 1)
dertaken by many
churches, had spread as
far south as Lynchburg.
A
preacher there
questioned
the
monetary value of the
computerized labels
and discovered that the
idea
was
a
conglomerate of
"misinformation,"
according to WSVA
announcer
Arnold
Felsher.

customary pronouncements of
the "good life" in Texas and
Tennessee.
Although hampered at
times by a buffoon image,
Daniels proved on "High
Lonesome" and "It's My
Life" that he can play the
blues as well as anyone.
If you closed your eyes and
concentrated on the wailing
guitar and the honky tonk
piano, you could almost
picture yourself in a Texas

''saved most spirited
selections for last*
barroom instead of Godwin
Hall.
Most of his songs, however,
were of the cowboy- country
variety. While acceptable in
short doses, such as "Running
With the Crowd," some, most
notably "Saddle Tramp" were
often
too
long
and
monotonous.
The ushers were kind
enough to provide some
diversion during the more
lengthy pieces as they saw to
it that everyone cleared the
aisles and had cigarettes
promptly extinguished.
They were not quite so
keen, however, in detecting
the drifting smell
of
marijuana or the presence of
pint bottles of Jack Daniels
which some concert-goers had
managed to smuggle in.
There was also a fight in
the crowd but it didn't seem
overly out of place in light of
Daniels' professed affections.
The pace quickened when
Daniels put his guitar aside
and picked up his trusty

fiddle, with which he showed
himself to be an expert.
The last song of the set was
"Texas," a fast-paced rocker
with Daniels playing fiddle at
his best.
He saved his most spirited
selections for last.
The new Dixie anthem,
"The South's Gonna Do It
Again" brought the crowd
alive during the first encore,
and was followed by the
classic fiddle-laden instrumental "Orange Blossom
Special," one of the few songs
that Daniels improved by
extension.
Edwards and Allen, who
had earlier displayed their
prowess on a five minute
drum duel, laid down a solid
beat that sounded like an old
freight train roaring down the
tracks.
For the third and final
encore, Daniels played
"Uneasy Rider," the story of
a long-haired hippie being
chased out of a redneck bar in
where else but Jackson,
Mississippi.
There was one modification
to bring the song up to date:
George McGovern fell by the
wayside and was replaced by
"and he voted for Jimmy
Carter for President."
The evening's southern
mood was complemented by
the Winters Brothers Band,
who opened the show with a
competent but lackluster set
that survived rather well with
substitute bass players. Their
own, delayed by heavy snows
in Maryland, arrived in time
for the last two songs.
In all, it was a memorable
evening of music. The South
did it again.

Children's theatre
features 'Cinderella9
By EDWINA JONES
Madison College's third
major children's theatre
production opens today with a
musical version of the
rewritten fairy tale, "Cinderella."
The tale is generally the
same, but author Gary Luter's
additions and deletions should
add greatly to the color. "He
has taken the story and blown
it all out of proportion," according to director Chris
Wessel.
Wessel, a senior communication arts major,
jumped at the chance to direct
the production because, he
said, "I love children's
theatre." He indicated that his
prime objective in this show is
"to give children a broad
range of entertainment as an
alternative to television."
Wessel also directed last
spring's children's theatre
production, "Skiddadle
Tales."
Puppets add a light, comic
touch to the show and, according to Wessel, "help it
immensely." Cinderella's
best friend, Hugo the mouse,
is a puppet, as are King Fred
and Queen Edith, Prince
Rodney's parents.
"Puppets fascinate
children!" Wessel said.
Younger children will relate
easily to the puppets as well as
the brightly-colored set and
elaborate costumes. The older
children will enjoy the

alterations in the story and the
characters they remember so
well, he said. "This is the type of show
anyone could enjoy," Wessel
said. But he added, "There is
a
stigma
attached
to
children's theatre—people
automatically think 12 and
under. I'm still laughing at the
show and we've been in
rehearsal since before the
semester began."
The cast relates such extraordinary characters as
Alice
B.
Stepmother,
Blimpabella, and Duncerina.
The stepmother is portrayed
as a comic drill sergeant. The
stepsisters, Blimpabella and
Duncerina have been built up
quite a bit in this adaptation
as demonstrated by the
sibling rivalry existing between them.
The fairy godmother is not
the .typical "Cinderella
salvation!" She gets her fairy
tales mixed up and initially
suggests that Cinderella wear
tennis shoes or flippers to tiie
ball instead of the traditional
glass slippers.
All of the characters have
singing parts in the play. If
you have never seen a puppet
sing-, this is your chance.
The show will run through
Saturday, Feb. 5. Each show,
with the exception of Saturday's will be presented at
3:30. Saturday's performance
is scheduled for 2:00.
All performances will be in
the Wampler Theatre.

/*
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Financial continuity still needed
(Continued from Page 1)
Martha Caldwell. chairman of
the committee. The SGA can
finance it in full, the college
can finance it in full or the
college and the SGA can each
finance it in part, she said.
The literary magazine
needs a permanent source of
funding, Caldwell said
The SGA should fund part
of the magazine*s costs, "if
only a fifth." said Sharon
Brill, president of the English
Club.
The SGA has a right to be
wary of funding the Chrysalis
considering the way the
money was handled last year,
some committee members
said. If "an annual budgetary
process were written into the
constitution" it would help to
alleviate some of SGA's fears,
said David Wendelken of the
communication arts department.
The Chrysalis needs a
constitution, the committee
members agreed. This would
provide the stability and
continuity that the magazine
now lacks, they said.
The committee is going to
write and call other Virginia
and North Carolina schools for

v?

copies of their literary
magazine's constitutions,
Caldwell said.
The committee agreed that
a permanent adviser, who
would
have
"ultimate
responsibility for the maintainance and perpetuation of
the Chrysalis and who would
keep track of all monies,"
would also help provide the
continuity the magazine
needs.
The Chrysalis would be
"most effective if it had an
existence of its own," said Dr.
David Diller, head of the art
department.
All connections with the
English Club and Kappa Pi,
the art honor society, should
be purely voluntary, according to the presidents of
the two clubs.
Helping the Chrysalis has
been a project of the English
Club this year, but the club
does not want to "become^
tied" to the Chrysalis, Brill
said.
"I would hate to see the
faculty get involved" in the
running of the Chrysalis, said
Dr. Mark Hawthorne, head of
the English department.
Faculty should have no

control on content, he said: a
literary magazine should be a
student publication.
Gordon Gray, Chrysalis
managing editor, has drawn
up a formal organization
under which the magazine's
staff is now operating. According to the format, there is
a managing editor, art editor,
literary editor, a secretary
and an adviser.
Procedures for the election
of staff, and resolution of
conflicts between staffs are
outlined, as are the duties of
staff members. Gray said.
"This is one of the things
that has been lacking in the
past few years." he added.
Even with
a
good
organizational format, the
ultimate questions concerning
funding still remain for the
committee to resolve. Would
the President finance the
magazine? What is the role of
the departments of art,
English and communication
arts in its financing? And if
the SGA would agree to
support the Chrysalis, would
they do so without judging the
magazine's content?

CHEW campaign being revived
Last year's campaign
against dining hall food waste,
organized by Concerned
Humans for the Elimination of
Waste, (CHEW), is currently
being revived.
Robert Griffin, food service
director, spoke with interested students' during the
committee's first meeting
Jan. 26.
The group wants to increase student awareness of
the volume of food being
wasted.
The items most

wasted are items taken by
habit such as bread, ice
cream, beverages, butter,
cottage cheese, salads and
dessert, Griffin said.
The committee has several
new
ideas for waste
awareness,
nutritional
education
and
menu
suggestions. Posters will be
placed in the dining hall to
remind students that their
help is needed to reduce food
waste.
A vegetarian food contract

may be available if there is
enough student interest in the
idea. Nutritional information
on vitamins and calories will
be printed in the Dining Hall
Digest for the students'
knowledge on daily nutritional
requirements.
Another meeting of CHEW
will be held for interested
students on Feb. 2 at 6 in the
Food Service Catering Room.

Awaiting funding
(Continued from Page 1)
"We would like to have as
many (submissions) as
possible," Tucker said, but
the magazine had not yet
received any short stories or
essays. The deadline for
submitting material is Feb.
21.
In deciding what material
will be published, each staff
member will rate each piece
on a one-to-ten scale, he said,
and those pieces that average
seven or above will be
reviewed by the staff as a
whole.
Each staff member will use
his own criteria in judging,
but will be required to explain
the ratings he gives. No
names will be used in the
judging, he said.
The English Club is
sponsoring a $25 prize for the
best literary piece, and Kappa
Pi and the National Art
Education Association are
sponsoring a $25 first prize for

art. Second prize in both
categories will be a dinner for
two at the Hickory Pit, according to Tucker.
The magazine will go to
print around March 1. "We're
pressed for time," Tucker
said. "We spent most of the
first semester trying to get
funding, so we couldn't begin
work until now." Usually, he
said, judging is over by midFebruary.
The magazine will contain
equal amounts of art and
literary works, Forrest said;
however, only "about four
color pieces" of art will be
able to be published "because
of limited funds."
Artwork will be" evaluated
in much the same way as
literary work, Forrest said.
Printing estimates are
currently being sought, according to managing editor
Gordon Gray. So Tar, he has
received an estimate of $4,565
from Winchester Printers,
Gray said.

Breeze, editors win awards
The Breeze editor Roger
Wells and photography editor
Walt Morgan won first place
awards in the first annual
contest sponsored by the
Virginia Intercollegiate Mass
Communications Association
(VIMCA).
Wells' "Diogenes to Abbie
Hoffman," which dealt with
student revolutionaries, was
named best editorial.
Morgan's photo series of a
water battle in front of
Wayland Hall was named best
photo.
Judges said that
Morgan's photos showed
consistent high quality in
content, printing and cropping. Any of Morgan's photos
entered in the contest would

have won first place, the
judges said, but they believed
his "Water battle of the
sexes" was best.
The Breeze won second
place in the category for best
student newspaper at a school
with more than 3,000 students.
Bob Grimesey, a sportswriter for The Breeze, won a
third place award for his
sports commentary, "Equal
Competition: Good Idea, but
Wrong."
At the convention Saturday, The Breeze reporter
Barbara Burch was elected to
the VIMCA Board of Directors
as director for the northern
region of Virginia.

YAF 'Outstanding member' named
Bill Borges, chairman of
the Madison College Young
Americans for Freedom
(YAF) was named "Outstanding Member" of the
Virginia YAF organization
last weekend at the state
convention in Richmond.
Borges was recognized for
his efforts in founding the
Madison YAF chapter and
building its membership to
nearly 20 persons in six

MADISON COLLEGE THEATRE PRESENTS

months. He also served as
campus director of Senator
Harry F. Byrd's (I-Va.) reelection campaign last fall.
The Madison YAF sent four
delegates to the convention
which
presented
the
"Guardian of Freedom"
Award to Richard Obenshain.
former state chairman and
national co-chairman of the
Republican party.
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Smash Wilmington, 79-59:

Dukes take sixth straight
By PAUL McFARLANE
The
Madison
College
basketball team captured its
sixth consecutive game
Saturday night, defeating
Wilmington College, 79-59, at
Godwin Hall.
The win extended the
Dukes' record to 10-6, while
Wilmington, a division III
school from Delaware, fell to
9-9.
Madison's head coach Lou
• Campanelli said he was,
"very satisfied with the win,"
and
complemented
Wilmington as being "a very
fine team for their level."
The Wildcats opened the
game in a 2-3 zone defense
that gave the Dukes some
problems in the first half.
"That 2-3 zone is the same
kind that Temple uses," explained Campanelli. "It was
the best zone we've seen. But

FRESHMAN JEFF CROSS passes for one of his record-setting
16 assists. Cross broke his own assist record of 14 in Saturday's
79-59 win over Wilmington College.

Sports

we were patient, used a good
shot selection and played it
well.
"If we had come down and
taken bad shots, it would have
been the kind of zone that can
give you trouble."
The Wildcats' zone kept the
game close in the early going;
Wilmington led 16-13 with 9:21
to go in the first half. At that
point, the Dukes reeled-off 12
straight points, eight of them
by Pat Dosh.
Roger Hughett, who is
averaging better than 14
points per game, brought
Madison to within one on his«
15-foot jumper from the left
side. Jeff Cross followed with
a 20-footer, to give the Dukes
the lead for good.
The next eight points were
scored by Dosh. He hit a 20foot jumper from the left-side
baseline and 32 seconds later,
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Dosh: a player with a special kind of edge
By JIM MORGAN
Pat Dosh is the kind of
basketball player who has an
edge.
His edge? He's short,
standing just 6-foot-4. He's
slow. And he can't jump. That
may not seem like much of an
edge, but that combination
makes all the difference in the
world to Madison College's
leading scorer and rebounder.
"When you get down to it,
there's really not anything
that I can do well," explained
the Madison team captain.
"When youv can't play any
better than I can. you've got to

learn to give all you've got all
the time.
"That's my edge."
By his own admission Dosh,
who was a two-time AllMetropolitan selection at St.
John's High School near
Washington, D.C., can't play
guard*so he's forced to play
forward.
"You figure that there's no
way I'm going to be out front
dribbling, 'so I have to play
forward," he said. A move
Posh claims "always has me
over-matched."
"No matter who I guard, it
always means that he's either

going to be faster, quicker or
taller than me, or all three.".
After watching a Madison
game, there isn't any secret to
now Dosh manages to hold his
own against the opposition —
he never stops moving. According to Madison head
basketball coach Lou Campanelli, that's what makes
him the "backbone of this
year's team."
"You really don't realize
what Pat Dosh can do until
you look at the statistics after
a game." said Campanelli.
"He scores, rebounds, does
everything . . . he's always

in motion, always making
something happen.
"Your average 6-4 player in
college can't do half of the
things that Pat does."
Although he's scoring 20
points and pulling in over 10
rebounds per game, those
aren't the accomplishments
that pride Dosh has the most.
Since an injury sidelined
Madison All-America Sherman Dillard, Dosh was named
team captain — a role he
takes quite serious.
"We've got the players who
can score and rebound and all
(Continued on Page 13)

scored a fast break layup.
Following a Jack Railey
block, Dosh was fouled by
Frank Dougherty. Dosh sank
both free throws. Wilmington
missed, and Steve Stlelper
tossed the rebound to Dosh,
who banked a 15-footer

Dukes on TV
WVPT, Public Television,
will present a special live
broadcast of local basketball
games Wednesday, February
Beginning at 8:00, college
basketball will be presented
when the Madison Dukes take
to their home court to meet
Catholic University.
Live broadcast of these
games is being produced by
the Remote Television
Facilities
of
WVPT,
Harrisonburg.
Wilmington closed the gap
to sue points twice during the
next two and a half minutes,
but the Duxes pulled away to a
37-25 halftime lead.
W.C. Butler, a 5'10" guard
from West Point, Va., opened
up the Wilmington zone
defense with his outside
shooting earlier in the half.
Twice Butler hit on shots from
22 feet; once from the left side
and then once from the right
side, and finished the night
with 10points- his career high.
"I nave confidence in
Butler," said Campanelli. "I
brought him in against VMI,
his first game of the season."
The second half was virtually a show to see how many
points Madison could score.
The Dukes outscored the
Wildcats, 13-4, in the opening
five minutes of the half.
Ahead by 19 at that point,
Madison increased its lead to
55-35 halfway through the
period.
a
(Continued on Page 11)

Lack of facilities causes variety of problems
Administrators must consider classes, games, concerts, and recreation
Editors note: This is the first
of two articles concerning the
overcrowded conditions of the
athletic facilities at Madison
College.
By BOB GRIMESEY
As with many of the
facilities within the rapidly
growing Madison College
community, Godwin Hall
suffers from a severe shortage of space.
For
athletic
administrators, the shortage of
space' means painstaking
consideration
of
time
allocations for classes,
games,
concerts
and
recreation for students.
For coaches, the shortage
means decreased practice
time in consideration of other
teams who need the space.
For the student, the
shortage means long lines that
form at the recreational issue
room to sign up for
ra cquetbalI courts,
dangerously crowded conditions on the
basketball
courts on weeknights and an
intramural program which
has no choice but to schedule
flag football in the month of

February due to lack of space
for organized basketball.
When Godwin Hall first
reached the planning stage
nine years ago, the enrollment
at
Madison
was
approximately 3,500 according
to Athletic Director Dean
Ehlers.

who wish to use the gym at the
same time.
"You would not believe how
hard it is to get people to leave
the gym so you can practice.
Then while you are practicing,
you are constantly interrupted
by people wanting to know
when practice will be over or

people and up.
• Four or five years ago, we
had as fine a facility as any
Division H school in the
country," Campanelli pointed
out, "It's just that with our
growth in enrollment and
advancement to the division I
level, Godwin has become

'With our growth in enrollment and advancement
to the Division I level, Godwin Hall has become outdated''
— Campanelli
By the time it was completed four years later, the
student population was 4,500.
Since that time enrollment
has doubled.
Women's basketball coach
Betty Jaynes remembers
looking at the 5,000 seat
Synclair gymnasium five
years ago and thinking, "good
grief, that sure ought to nold
us awhile."
Today however, Jaynes
must allocate her team's
practice time with a men's
team that competes on the
Division I level and is constantly harrassed by students

if they can use the baskets we
are not usjng at that minute."
"For now, we just don't
have the room for recreation
and our type of intercollegiate
basketball program," she
concluded.
Men's basketball coach Lou
Campanelli sees the problem
in a different perspective than
just the lack of practice space.
For Campanelli's program
to flourish, he must be successful in selling Madison to
athletes who are making a
choice between his team and
schools which boast massive
coliseums that seat 8,000
>>»>>>

——

outdated.
"We have gone from
having a nice Division II
facility to one that has a hard
time comparing to our
competitors."
"I am not complaining," he
added, "but if we are to stay
abreast with other schools in
recruiting while also meeting
the needs of the students, we
are eventually going to need a
new facility.
"The way it stands now,"
the coach concluded, "I just
feel sorry for the regular
student who can't go down
and shoot hoops whenever he

■w.v.v
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feels like it"
In the case of Director of
Recreational Activities,
George Toliver, the situation
is much more critical.
It is Toliver who must take
any remaining space left over
after classes, concerts,
contests and practices ana
work out a schedule for
organized intramurals.
The situation has twice
brought him under criticism
from students.
Toliver's reduction of
volleyball for men to a one
week tournament instead of
an extended season, and his
moving basketball to the
autumn and football to the
winter both brought criticism.
The latter decision drew
the most controversy, but as
Toliver put it, "there was no
other way around it. We had
maybe ten nights available for
basketball in the winter, so it
was either switch or get rid of
basketball."
"Right now we are at the
point where we can just fit
everything in," he said, "but
if enrollment in the program
continues to increase, then we
(CoBtumed on. Page if)
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Duchesses lose to Norfolk State:

Poor defense, shooting cause downfall
Bv DAVE LUCAS
Struggling with sluggish
defense and cold shooting
Saturday, the Madison
College basketball Duchesses
fell behind early in the second
half to Norfolk State, and lost
to last year's state champions.
71-66.
"We had times we fell into
defensive slumps and that
hurt our overall game,'
commented coach Betty
Jaynes after the game.
The Duchesses also had to
contend with the hot shooting
of Vivian Greene, the state's
second leading scorer.
Greene hit consistently from
15 feet, and had a game high of
30 Doints.

"She does that against
everybody they play, not just
us." said Jaynes.
Bette Notaro led off the
scoring for the Duchesses with
eight of Madison's first 10
points. With 12:58 left in the
first half the Duchesses were
tied with the Spartanettes at
10-10.
Sharon Cessna tied the
game at 12 with a layup with
12:13 left in the half. Then both
teams had their' problems
scoring until Notaro tied the
game for the last time when
she hit on a layup to make the
score 14-14.
Cessna
pulled
the
Duchesses back to within two,
at 20-18, with a 15 foot jumper,

but again the Spartanettes
pulled out in front to lead 2520.
With 3:38 left in the first
half, Katherine Johnson hit a
follow-up shot to again pull the
Duchesses to within two, 27-25,
and Madison trailed at the
half, 31-28.
Madison's
Mendy
Childress drove for a layup
with just less than a minute
gone in the second half, but
the Duchesses were outscored
12-2 over the next four
minutes, while State put the
game out of reach.
"We couldn't seem to stop
their outside shooting. It was
just a slump in our defense,"
said Jaynes.
But the Duchesses fought
back as Childress hit a. jumper
to make the score 43-34 with

more than 14 minutes lett in
the game. Norfolk State
called a time-out at the 12
minute mark when Johnson
scored to bring Madison
within five, 45-40.
With about 11 minutes left,
Johnson blocked a shot by
Greene, and Childress scored
to pull the Duchesses as close
as they would get to the
Spartanettes at 45-44.
Greene scored on a four
goint play to give Norfolk
tate a 4944 lead with 10:37
left in the game.
For the next six and a half
minutes the Duchesses trailed
by five and seven points until
Notaro committed her fourth
personal foul, and with the
ensuing free throws, the
Spartanettes led by nine, 6556.

Cessna hit both ends of a
one-and-one with 24 seconds
left to pull Madison back to the
final margin at 71-66.
"I've said it before and I
think it bears saying again,"
said Jaynes, "our team never
gives up. Even at the end of
the game we were playing just
as hard. I think that's the sign
of a good team."
Four of Madison's players
scored in double figures. The
Duchesses were led by
Childress with 19. Johnson,
Cessna, and Notaro followed
with 17, 14, and 12 points,
respectively.
Johnson led all rebounders
with 14 and Notaro added 12
for the Duchesses.
Madison's next game is
Feb. 5 against Salisbury State
at Godwin Hall.

Fencers seek third title;
host national championships

Photo by Walt Morgan

MADISON'S BETTE NOTARO pulls down a rebound in
Saturday's 71-66 loss to Norfolk State. Notaro grabbed 12
rebounds and added 12 points for the Duchesses.

The
Madison
College
fencing team begins pursuit of
a third straight Virginia
Federation of Intercollegiate
Sports for Women (VFISW)
fencing title when the
Duchesses open their 1977
fencing schedule with a dual
meet with William and Mary
and North Carolina State
Saturday (Jan. 29) in
Williamsburg.
Madison compiled a 3-10
regular season record with a
largely inexperienced team
last year, but captured the
VFISW fencing title in March
with a one-point margin over
runner-up Lynchburg College.
The Duchesses went on to
place 24th in the National
Intercollegiate
Women's
Fencing Association
(NIWFA) Team Championships.
The Duchesses will have a
chance to improve on their
finish in the 1976 NIWFA
Tournament when Madison
hosts the 1977 NIWFA Team
Championships March 30April 2 in Godwin Hall.
Earline Ching, who finished fifth in the VFISW last

season and competed in the
Amateur Fencers League of
America
sectional
and
national tournaments last
season, is the only loss from
last year's team.
Three seniors, Glenda
Kohlhafer, Robin Lee and
Carrolet Taylor, return for the
1977 season.

"should he strong
within the state*
Kohlhafer finished in a tie
for 10th in class D in the 1976
NIWFA Tournament. She was
the only Virginia fencer to
finish that high in the tournament.
Lee was one of only two
fencers to finish with an 8-0
record at the 1976 VFISW
Tournament. She had the best
record on the Madison team
last season with a 31-26 wonlost record.
Taylor failed to place in the
top seven in the VFISW last
season but brings valuable
experience to the Madison
team this year.

Kohlhafer, Lee and Taylor
"are very close skill-wise,"
says Madison fencing coach
Jean Dalton.
"They are
fencing about the same level
as at the end of last season,
and that's good."
Dalton is considering four
fencers for the fourth spot on
the team, including junior
Cristy Von Hemert and
sophomores Leslie Barrie,
Peggy Honecker and Jackie
Payne. All four fenced on
Madison's junior varsity team
last year.
"We should be strong
within the state," says Dalton,
who rates Lynchburg College
as one of the teams to beat.
Madison will be fencing a
number of strong out-of-state
teams again this season, including William Paterson,
which finished 6th in the
NIWFA last year; Penn State,
which was 7th in the NIWFA,
and Brockport State, Johns
Hopkins University and North
Carolina State, which finished
12th, 15th, and and 17th,
respectively, in the NIWFA in
1977.

Laek of facilities causes variety of problems
(Continued from Page 9)
will have to start cutting back
on the number of games
played in each sport.
"A facility is not going to
pop up over the summer so we
are going to have to learn to
work with what we have for
awhile."
Toliver also said he thought
Madison should curtail the use
of Godwin Hall by outside
sources such as the Virginia
High School League (VHSL),
which rents the facility for
post-season play.
So far this year, Synclair
Gymnasium in Godwin Hall
has been used on three nights
for the Virginia State women's
A, A A, AAA championships.
During February, the gym
will be used for two days to
house the state A A wrestling
championships and on five
days for the Skyline and
Valley district basketball
tournaments.
' In *)• ' tteV tt^fttaMti* »
facility on fifteen occasions

during the academic year.
that the College ranks near
sell itself.
the bottom of the list.
Ehlers discounted Toliver's
About the overall situation
He noted that constructing
suggestion, pointing out that
in Godwin Hall, Ehlers said
one of the conditions
a competitive arena for in"it is not as much the facility
tercollegiate sports would
suggested by the General
itself as the number of acalleviate much of the^tress on
Assembly when Godwin Hall
tivities we are trying to
the recreational situation and
was funded was that it would
conduct within it."
added, "We need to do
grant a service to the com"We have been able to
something to give our students
munity of Virginia as well as
schedule some pretty immore time for recreational
Madison.
pressive activities, but what
opportunities and allow the
Ehlers coached Madison's
concerns me, is the needs of
intramural office more time
basketball team to a 16-7
our students."
to schedule freely."
record in the year before
He said he felt sorry for
Godwin Hall was completed
Dr. Marilyn Crawford,
individuals such as Toliver
and remembered how the
and Campus Program Board
Head
of
the
Physical
Dukes relied on Harrisonburg
Education Department at
head, Jerry Weaver, who
High School for practice and
Madison, believes the conmust schedule activities for a
game facilities.
struction of a new facility is
wide variety of interests with
"If it were not for the
"fully justified" as far as her
so little space to do it in.
cooperation of Harrisonburg
Supporting Campanelli's
department is concerned.
High when we needed it, we
However, she pointed out
position of a recruiting
could not have got the whole
that when Godwin Hall was
disadvantage, Ehlers said,
thing going. For that reason I
constructed, "we justified it in
"you have to compare
will always be willing to help
terms of instructional space,
yourself with the people you
them out."
not recreation or inare competing with because
In addition to cooperation,
that is who you are recruiting • tercollegiate sports."
Ehlers pointed out High
Although she agreed the
against."
School
tournaments at
In comparing Madison with
facility does not meet the
■ fttadiSM -aotvWa /recruiting* * •«*eMgh»ottiet Division ffcKrihties
needs* of -the -college* t>n* the
device where the college can
in Virginia, Ehlers agreed
recreational
and
in-

tercollegiate levels, she said
"there are no insurmountable
problems" on the instructional level.
Madison College President
Ronald Carrier agreed there
is a need for increasing
recreational
and
intercollegiate facilities, but
maintained that additions to
the college must be considered in priority. .
Presently, the construction
of a new athletic facility for
Madison ranks third behind a
new School of Education
building and a solution to the
institution's library shortage,
according to Carrier.
"Everyone can rest assured
we are thinking about it,"
Carrier said, "We are not
going
to
neglect
the
recreational needs . of the
students and plan to fulfill
them somehow soon."
Next issue: Solutions to the
present overcrowding and the
possibilities ■ <rf new - athletic
facilities in the future.
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Baseball team looks for outstanding season
By BOB GRIMESEY
For the second year in a
row. the Madison College
baseball team can look forward to ,an outstanding
season.
Aside from All-America
Second baseman Bill Sample,
who moved on to professional
ranks at the end of last season,
the Dukes return all major
contributers from the squad
that advanced to the finals of
the NCAA Division II South
Alantic Regionals last year.
Although Madison will
compete at Division I this
year, Coach Brad Bobcock
believes the move to be a
formality since his team
played the majority of last
season's schedule against
similar opponents.
"We have the players to
compete and win with this
kind of schedule," he pointed
out.
"As long as we have the
type of players we have now,
we are not going into any
games thinking it will take a
miracle to win."
The coach did add however,
that much depends upon the
success in the Dukes first
eight games when they will
play a doubleheader against
Clemson and single games
with South Carolina and
Furman.
Clemson finished third in
the nation last year, South
Carolina, sixth and Furman,
thnth. All three went to the
Division I South Atlantic
Regional.
Babcock said Madison
must play "500 ball" against
these teams in order to "think
seriously about a post season
bid."
Other than Sample, the
Dukes lost designated hitter,

Joe Decroce, who Babcock
said decided to concentrate on
academics, and left fielder,
Mike
Smith
who
is
academically ineligible this
spring but should return next
year.

The losses will be overshadowed, however, by the
return of an entire pitching
staff that combined for a total
of 268 strikeouts and an ERA
of 2.90, and seven hitters who
batted .300 or better last year.

OPERATING THE PITCHING machine is baseball newcomer
Jeff Cempre. The Dukes open their new season over Spring
break.

Babcock's choice at pitcher
will be between senior
righthanders, Jeff Moore
(ERA,
1.69)
and
Carl
Zerambo (3.63), junior lefthanders, Mike Naff (4.37),
Tim Simones (2.72), Dennis
Mead (3.36) and Dick Farnham. a "Junior college
transfer who was the leading
pitcher for Berkshire Community
College
in
Massachusettes last season.
In addition, Babcock noted
that sophmore, righthander,
John Bowers and freshmen
Mark Dacko and Dave
Vanderhaegae each have a
future here, but will have to.
wait in the wings for awhille.
Dacko is a righthander from
Connecticut, while Vanderhaegar is a southpaw from
Fairfax.
Elsewhere
the
Dukes
return firstbaseman Mike
Lacasse (AVG. 381), shortstop
JW. Mitchell (.423), third
baseman Jim Barbe (.314),
catcher Dave Showalter*
(.280), centerfielde'r Todd
Winterfeldt
(.386)
and
rightfielder Roger Lee (.328).
Babcock said leftfield will
be decided between freshman
Jeff Cempre, sophomore Dave
McLaughlin and junior
college
transfer,
Mike
Parenteau from Greenfield
Community
College
in
Massachusettes.
Cempre, from Culpeper, is
another player who Babcock
believes "has a future" at
Madison but for now "needs to
be a little more aggressive."
McLaughlin batted .342 and
hit four home runs in a part
time role for the Dukes last
year.
Rounding out the starting
lineup as of now, will be fresh-

VMI wins meet; Madison finishes fourth
By KEN TERRELL
In the final open meet of the
indoor season, Madison
captured three field events
but failed to win a track event,
losing to host VMI, Richmond,
and Wake Forest. The
Keydets won the meet with 72

points, followed by Richmond
48, Madison 26, and Wake
Forest 17.
Pole vaulter Mike Pern'
continued his unbeaten streak
indoors, winning ai 13'6".
Fred Garst prevailed in the
shot put with a best of 48'7".
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High jumper Brian Sonnek
earned the Duke's other
victory, tying the school
record with a leap of 6'4".
Madison garnered additional points from five other
place winners. Loif Parrague
finished runner up to Sonnek
in the high jump at 6'2". Keith
Pope was touched out for the
second time this season by a
Keydet rival and had to settle
for second in the 60 yard high
hurdles. The mile relay team
of Mike Weaver, Bill Miller,
Pete Desrosier, and Roy Alton

His Royal Majesty

MGT TRAINING FOR
OUTDOOR TYPES.

Duke II

Army ROTC

434-6264

Dillrues Duke of Madison

placed third in that event.
Desrosier, Allen and Jerry
Cutright all earned one point
for fourth place finishes.
Desrosier buried the competition in his heat of the 600
yard run, setting a school
record of 1:16.1.
in a classy field of distance
runners which included Rex
Wiggins of VMI, and Robbie
Perkins and a pair of swift
Kenyans from Richmond, the
Dukes failed to place in the
mile or two mile. However,
freshman Richard Ferguson
completed a fine double with
personal bests of 9:47 in the
two mile and 4:31 mile.
George Woodson also ran up
against tough competition in
the half mile and failed to
place despite setting an indoor
school record of 1:57.7.

man Joe Bono at second base.
Although Bono must fill thqfc
void created, by Sample,
Babcock • had nothing but
praise for the Flushing, New
York native, saying, "the boy
has all the tools to be a great
ball player."
Adding depth to the starting line up, will be utility
players, Dave Van Alstyne,
Kevin Buckman, Bob Sica and
Dan Cole.
Babcock said he was
pleased with the progress of
all four.
Lacasse and Zerambo
voiced optimism concerning
the season, but Moore was
more cautious.
Echoing Babcock, the
pitcher said, "It is going to be
hard getting a playoff bid over
teams like Virginia Tech and
South Carolina because they
are established. The southern
trip will be the best indicator
because we will be playing
against teams we'll have to
get the bid over."
For now, all the team can
do is work Up a sweat in the
practice room of Godwin Hall
each day.
Ahead still lies six weeks of
practice and thought.

Dukes win
sixth easily
(Continued from Page t)
Madison held several 20point leads during the half,
including a 22-point advantage
with 4:09 to go. Cross' fed
Gerdrd Maturine inside and
Maturine scored easily with a
slam dunk. The assist for
Cross, his fifteenth of the
game, set a new single game
assist record. He added
another assist later in the
game.
The Dukes coasted to the
20-point victory, emptying the
bench with three minutes to
go. But Campanelli was
somewhat surprised by the ■
number of points scored.
"Scoring 79 points against a
team that played that type of
zone," he said, "is like scoring
90 points against another
team."
Madison got their scoring
from Hughett, who had 21;
Stielper, who had 17 and Dosh
added 16.
Monday, the Dukes were
scheduled to face Shippensburg State. Wednesday,
Catholic
University
of
Washington, D.C. comes to
Harrisonburg
and
the
University of MarylandBaltimore travels to Godwin
Hall Saturday.

Will Sit in Court
At Godwin Hall
Wednesday February 2,1975
At 8 P.M.
All Loyal and True Subjects
Are Invited to Court
I'D- Required
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Elander takes fourth
at wrestling tourney
The
Madison
College
wrestling team found little
success at last Saturday's
Virginia State Intercollegiate
Wrestling Championships in
Charlottesville.
Mark Elander, a 177 pound
sophomore, placed highest for
the Dukes as he compiled a 2-2
record in receiving a fourth
place finish.
Junior, Dale Eaton . was
edged in his bid to reach the
190 pound consolation round
by Mark Miller of VPI, as the
opponent scored a near pin in
the final thirty seconds of the
match to win 7-4.
Eaton, who finished 1-2 for
the meet, defeated Scott
Hostetler of Eastern Mennonite, 6-3.
Hostetler, last year's Most
Valuable Wrestler in the
Virginia College Athletic
Association, wrestled Eaton to
a 2-2 draw in a dual meet at
EMC two weeks ago.
Kevin Sampson, a 142
pound senior, was also close to
the consolation round as he
finished fifth with a 2-2 record.
Junior 134 pounder Steve
Kish was eliminated in the
first round by Carl Silverberg
of the University of Virginia,
9-2. Silverberg was the Most
Valuable Wrestler in the
Atlantic Coast Conference last
year.
Otherwise for the Dukes,
Artie Strunk (118), Pepper
Martin (126), Dave Johnson
(158), David Bechtilhiemer
(158), Kevin Schwab (167),
Bill Randolph (167), and
David Havens (177) were all
eliminated in first round
action.
Bechtilhiemer was pinned
by Jim Krytzer of Washington
and Lee with one second left in
the match.
Billy Boyne (150) and Scott
Hosier (167) both lasted two
rounds before elimination.

Men, women
gymnasts lose
to Towson State
Madison College's gymnastics teams each lost
matches Saturday with
Towson State. Madison
women's team fell, 127.1 to
111.1, and the men lost, 121 to
96.51.
Sharon Liskey led the
Duchesses with a 6.7 score on
the uneven bar event and
Buster Butler led the Dukes
with third place in vaulting.

SAND
CANDLES

30fa'
PMILODENDRON
ON 8" POLLS

Unlimited wrestler Sonny
Salmons did not make the trip
due to a mixup in transportation.
On Thursday night, the
Dukes fared much better as
they recorded four pins
enroute to a 37-14 victory over
the George Washington
University Colonials.
Scoring pins for the Dukes
were Kish, Boyne, Schwab
and Salmons as they added to
victories by Strunk, Elander
and Eaton for the final
Madison tally.
The Dukes nest match will
be at home tonight against
Virginia State.

/

Photo by Mark Thorn pion

KEVIN SCHWAB on his way to a pin in the 167
pound weight class. Schwab wo one of four

Dukes who recorded pins on their way to a 3711 win over George Washington University.

Women's track team opens at Pittsburgh
By KEN TERRELL
Madison's women's track
team joins a field of schools
from six states in its season
opener, Saturday, at the
University of Pittsburgh
Invitational. For many on the
team, made up primarily of
freshmen and transfer walkons, the meet will mark their
first experience with the tight
turns and flying elbows of the
indoor circuit.
Among the nucleus of
returning team members,
Lindsey Broyles and Judy
Saville hope to improve on the
places they earned last year
at Pitt. Broyles took third in
the long jump, after a threeway jump off for first place,

while Saville placed fourth in
the high jump.
Sandy Bocock and Beverly
Dor man, both of whom
qualified for the AIAW
Nationals in cross country this
season, will put Madison in
contention in the distance
events. Dorman plans an
endurance double in the twomile and three mile runs.
Bocock is slated for the faster
mile and half-mile events.
The Duchesses will field an
additional threat in the three
mile in Sue Sheperd. Sheperd
captured the women's title in
last fall's John F. Kennedy
Memorial 50 mile run along
the Appalachian trail and C&C
Canal.

Swimmers win fourth
The Madison College 400yard freestyle relay team
established a school record
and Jack Brooks and Bob
Moffat each won two events as
the men's swimming team
won its fourth consecutive
meet Saturday, 77-43, over
Hampton Institute.
Madison, which won all but
two events in upping its record

■■■■Mi

to 8-3, will travel to George
Washington University next
Saturday.
Brooks won the 1000-yard
freestyle and 500-yard
freestyle and Moffat took the
one-meter and three-meter
diving competition.
The record breaking time in
the 400-yard freestyle was
3:24.405,

CHECK OUT
OUR NEW
ENERGY
CRUNCH
HOURS
Closed Wed.
Mon.Tues. Thurs. Sat. 9:30-5
Fri. 10-8

Aside from these past
performances, Coach Flossie
Love has no true indication of
the quality of the squad. She
therefore looks forward to
their "first run under stress."
Love expressed the need for
both herself and her inexperienced team members to
"find out where their talents
lie.'' "We've had no timed
runs because of the weather,"
she added.
However, regardless of a
team member's strength in
any one event, Love intends to
use her charges in a variety of

events. In this manner' she
hopes to build depth and avoid
any weak spots for the squad.
"There are no super-stars on
this team vet, but I like to
have depth," Love stated.
This season the team will
compete in at least five meets
as opposed to the single meet
(Pitt
Invitational)
the
Duchesses traveled to last
year. Coach Love views the
meets primarily as a conditioning exercise. "I don't
look for anyone to peak in the
indoor season." she commented.

^
Dress Your
JVALERTINE In Hearts

Valentine Brief and Boxer Underwear
k Valentine "Wrap Around" Bath Kilts
^F Valentine "Red or White" Terry Socks M
/$!& Valentine T-Shirts
at*

Monogramed Wooden Mugs ,

9 Free Valentine Gift Wrap Jl

w
\
^CHjadcsJItatljias, $iu.
fX

2065 SMAW f3f-5i3fc
MtfN. -' 8 AT-. Y - 5-30- - ■

102 S. Main St

Harrisonburg
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Dosh: a player with a special kind of edge
(Continued from Page 9)
that, but still Madison's a
voung team that needs
leadership.'' he explained.
"With Sherman out I'm the
oldest, most experienced
starter so I have to give the
younger" players direction."
Dosh remembered what it
was like when he was a freshman and sophomore, and
pointed out that he looked to
the older players for direction
when he got down on himself.
Now. he tries to provide the
direction, especially on the
court.
"Pat's really hot the kind of
player who's going to lead by
vocalizing."
explained
Campanelli. and Dosh agrees
that he's not the type to sit
down and talk problems out.
"He's the type that inspires a
team with his play, and knows
how to get the job done."
"Sometimes you have to
wonder how he does it,"
laughed Campanelli, after
Madison's 97-76 win over
George Mason University
Wednesday night, when Dosh
scored 27 points and grabbed
15 rebounds. Sometimes Dosh
wonders.
"You know I only have a
vertical leap of two inches,"
he deadpans. "It used to not
be so good, but I worked on it

all summer I'm still improving "
Dosh takes his physical
limitations in stride, joking
that although he can't dunk a
basketball, he can dunk a
tennis ball on his better
nights. However, he takes
Madison's games in absolute
seriousness.
"During the games"! have to
try to play as hard as I can,"
he said, following the win over
George Mason "I know that I
haven't got a lot of talent, so I
have to make up for it with
hustle.
"When a game is over, I
want to know that I gave
everything I had."
According to Campanelli.
with Dillard out of the line-up
more of the scoring responsibility has fallen on Dosh's
shoulders, yet Madison's
leading scorer doesn't feel
that the role belongs there.
"In our offense everyone
has the opportunity to score. If
I want the ball I scream for it,
but the other players don't
look for me more than anyone
else." he said. "We really
don't look for a particular
player, but for the open man."
Dosh has been the open man
since high school, where he
was a high-scoring inside
player, who relied on
rebounding and position for

Racquetball
equipment availible
at

points. not the offense. After
his senior year, Dosh received
several scholarship offers,
both maior universities and
small colleges.
"I really didn't want to go to
the big time because let's face
it I'm the type of player who
could ride the bench, even for
a year or two, and I didn't feel
that some of the smaller
schools would be competitive
enough." explained Dosh.
"What Madison offered just

turned out to be ideal."
"They (Campanelli) told
me I'd play, said we'd be
Division I by my junior year,
and said we'd be a winner," he
noted "They were right."
While Dosh wanted to go to a
school where he would play,
he admitted that he wasn't
sure he ck meet with success
no matter where he went. But
it was evident following the
standing ovation he received
Wednesday night, that Dosh

Scoreboard
Basketball
Wilmington
Madison
FGFTT
rGFTT
10 1-1 21 Murphy
Doih 7 2-2 16
2-2 8 Dghlry Stielper
3-5 17
2-2 8 Carey Mjlurine
1-3 5
0-0 2 Manning Hughett
1-2 21
2-2 • MaGines Cross
2-2
0-1 4 Vinson
Butler
2-4 10
1-5 3 Wright
Railey
0-0 2
4-4 4 Pennick Snowdon
2-2 2
23 13-11 5*
Tottls
S3 13-21 7t
Halftime ■cor*: 37-25, Madiaon.
Fouls: Wilmington 22; Madison 20
Foul outs: Wilmington — Carey:
Madiaon — None. Rebounds:
Wilmington 43; Madison 37. Turnovers:
Wilmington 24; Madison 20. Shooting
percentage: Wilmington. 23-«4 <35.» per
cent); Madison, 33-44(51.8 per cent).

Basketball
Norfolk
FGFTT
4 24 10 Cobb
Nataro
6 1-1 13 Foreman Johnson
13 4-4 30 Greene Cessna
1 0-0
0 2-2
2 (Ml
2 4-5
1 0-0 ■

2
2
4
«
2

King
Childresi
Ellis
Uveaay
Stewart
Peter
TunstaU
Wilson

Valley Sports
Center
434-6580

Madison
FGFTT
I 0-2 12
1-3 17
6-6 14
3-5 If
<H> 2
0-fl 2

2» 13-11 71
totals
23 10-16 M
Halftime score: 31-28 Norfolk St.
Fouls: Norfolk 22; Madison 20. Foul
outs: Norfolk - Ellis; Madison - none
Rebounds: Norfolk 48; Madison 45.
Turnovers: Norfolk 25: Madison 30
Shooting percentage: Madison. 28-83
(44.4 per cent); Norfolk. 21-82 (354 per
cent).

Swimming

A record number of more
than ten million young men
and women are attending
college this year. But the
price tag attached to the
four years of study is forcing many middle - income
families to seek financial
aid.
Ten years ago this wasn't
the case. Since then the
cost of higher education has
increased more than eighty
percent, while the overall
cost of living has not.
Each year many families
solve
college
financial
problems when their children are awarded four year
merit scholarships.
James and Thomas Carroll
are currently enrolled at the
Clarement Mens College and
their sister Cynthia is attending Harvey Mudd College in Clarement, California. The savings to ■ their
parents Is *?2r000.
The Pite twins, Larry and
Marshall are attending the
University of Oklahoma at a
savings of $20,960.
Like the Carroll's and
Fite's, thousands of other
young men and women are
attending college on Army
-V I I H, . t ■

ROTC merit scholarships.
These
scholarships, are
being used at the more than
250 colleges and universities across the country
that offer the program.
Aside from full tuition,
Army ROTC merit scholarships pay for books, lab
fees and all education related expenses, plus they
provide a living allowance
of up to $1,000 a year for
each year the scholarship
is in effect.
The most important factor
is that these schola'ships
are awarded solely on merit,
not financial need. This
factor has aided many middle-income families over the
years.
Of course the student's
proven scholastic ability is
important. Most recipients
graduate in the top 20% of
their class. But in order to
oe considered for an Army
ROTC merit scholarship,
leadership potential and
motivation are also heavily
weighed.
To find out more about the
Army ROTC merit scholarships, telephone 433-6264 or
come by Rm1 115, Maury Hall.
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440 med relay — Hampton 4:25.4
1000 freestyle — Brooks (M) 10: 3J.5 .
200 freestyle — Sulier (M) 2:03.7.
50freestyle — Fraley(M) :24.6.
200 ind med. - Dickmeyer (M) 2:20.8.
1-meter dive — Moffat (M) 218.5.
200 butterfly — Picardi (M) 2:22.
100 freestyle —Lucas (H) 56.1.
200 back — Michalski (M) 2:22.8.
500 freestyle — Brooks (M) 5:13.1.
200 breast - Weber (M) 2:28.1.
3-meter dive — Moffat (M) 225.8.
400 free relay — Madison 3:58.1.

ACC Standings
WakeForest
Clemson

N.estate
N Carolina
Maryland
Duke
Virginia

408 med. relay — Madiaon 3:57.8.
1000 freestyle — Brooks (M) 10:41.3
50 freestyle —Sulier (M) :23.4.
200 freestyle — Duffy (M) 1:58.3.
200 ind. med. — Weimerskirch (M)
2:15,9.
1-meter dive — Peduto (M) 217.7.
200 butterfly — Duffy (M) 2:16.3.
100freestyle —Suiter (M) :C2.2.
200 back — Dickmeyer (M) 2:17.1.
500 freestyle — Brooks (M) 2:58.7.
200 breast — Callihan (Mil) 2:20.
3-meter dive — Peduto (M) 216.8.
400 free relay — Millersville 3:48.6.

sH

$ 1.49

Salad, Garlic Bread
& .

WEDNESDAY

W-L
5-1
4-2
4-3
5-3
2-3
1-4
04

Conf. All Games
Pet.
W-L Pet
.833
16-2 .888
867
15-3 .833
667
11-4 .733
.625
13-4 .765
.400
13-5 .722
.200
12-5 .706
fiOO

8-4

.471

NBA Standings

I
I
I
I

All the Spaghetti you can eat
plus
I
I FREE Qt. of Beer w/Madison ID I

I

118 -Stnink (M) dec. Halpern. 5-3.
126 - Lopex (GW) dec. Martin. 18-6
134 - Kish (M) pin Kiety, 2:46.
142 — Sprouse (GW) dec. Sampson, 7-6.
150- Boyne (M) pin Hands. 5:52.
158 - Lee (GW) pin Beehtilhimer. 1:54.
167 -Schwab (M) pin Kapper. 2:53.
177- Elander (M) dec. Hoffman, def
100 - Eaton (M) dec. Dipippo. 10-1.
l/NL-Salmoos (M) pin Martin. 1:25.

Madiaon 71; Milleravllle 33

GOLD™,RU
after 6pm

Wrestling
Madiaon 34; GW14

Madison 77; Hampton 34

r

SAVING COLLEGE COSTS

was a success at Madison.
It wasn't only the applause,
but also the children who
crowded around Dosh at the
end of the bench asking for
autographs.
"Man, I thought they were
kidding," he laughed. "I mean
they say they want my
autograph, and inside I'm
thinking if I was them, I sure
wouldn't want that guys
autograph ... I mean he
can't even jump'."

EASTERN CONFERENCE
AUanUc Division
W L Pet
Philadelphia
28 17 .622
Boston
23 25
.47*
NY Knicka
21 25
.457
Buffalo
17 30
.362
NY Nets
13 33
.283
Central Division
Washington
26 If .578
Cleveland
26 20
.565
Houston
26 30
.565
San Antonio
24 23 .511
New Orleans
22 26
.458
Atlanta
16 32
.3*0

GB

*w
7Vi
12
15M

V4
3
10(4

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver
32 14 .686 —
Detroit
27 21 .563 6
Kansas City
25 24 .510 SU
Indiana
22 2*
458 11
Chicago
20 28 .417 13
Milwaukee
14 37 .275 2*to
Pacific Division
Portland
33 17 .660
Los Angeles
31 16 .660
V*
Golden State
25 21 .543 6
Seattle
26 23 .531 6*
Phoenix
22 24 .478 •
Saturday's Games
Kansas City 112, New York Knicks 105
AUanta 101, Houston 87
Washington 108. Indiana 107
Chicago 10*. Detroit 101
Phoenix 118. New Orleans 102
Sunday's Games
Buffalo at Cleveland, ppd., weather
Golden State at Boston, afternoon
Indiana at Detroit, afternoon
Milwaukee at New York Nets, afternoon
Philadelphia at Denver, afternoon
San Antonio at SeatUe. afternoon
Kansas City at Washington
Phoenix at Portland
New Orleans at Los Angeles
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
■*-
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MSnter through the Village Pub cr from municip.
municipal parking lot into Palmer ouse Restaurant.^
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CROCK

Announcements
PLACEMENT OFFICE
INTERVIEWS FOR
FEBRUARY, 1977
Feb. 2 Busch G a rdens
Williamsburg. VA 9
a.m. - 4 p.m.
Feb. 3 Covington City
Public Schools
Covington, VA9 a.m. -4
p.m.
Feb. 7
Alleghany
County Public Schools
Covington. VA l&a.m.4 p.m.
Feb. 8
Colonia.1
Heights City Public
Schools
Colonial Heights, VA 10
a.m. - 3 p.m.
Feb. 9 &J0 Baltimore
County Schools
Towson, MD
Feb. 10 & 11 Kings
Dominion
Ashland, VA 9 a.m. • 1
p.m.
Feb. 16
Roanoke
County Public Schools
Salem, VA 9:30 - 4:30
Feb. 17 Rose's Stores,
Inc.
Henderson, NC 9 a.m.
-4:30 p.m.
Loudoun County Public
Schools
Leesburg. VA 10 a.m. 4:30 p.m.

'The Double Day'

•»•

"The Double Day," a
documentary about working
women in Latin America and
their efforts to achieve
equality in the home and in
employment will be shown
will be shown Feb. 8 at 3:15
Feb. 8 at 3:15 p.m. in Jackson
IB.

Cocking attends
conference
Dr. Dean Cocking, assistant
professor of biology at
Madison College, recently
attended the First Conference
on Scientific Research in the
National Parks, in New
Orleans, La.
More than 500 scientists
from biology, geology, information science, sociology,
anthropology and wildlife
management participated in
symposiums and sessions
over a four-day period. The
program was designed to
improve communication
between individuals involved
in park-oriented research.
Cocking presented a paper
on plant community responses
tc the use of prescribed
burning as an alternative to
mowing in the management of
Big Meadows, a part of the
Shenandoah National Park.
The paper was based on work
that he and Madison graduate
students Emily Baxter and
Steve Lilly have been doing
during the past two years.

Thank you

Chrysalis

Kappa Delta sorority
would like to thank all of the
campus
groups
and
organizations who supported
them in their recent "Spirit
Chains for Cohope" drive.
Kappa Delta succeeded in
raising $64 for Cohope with 41
Cups participating in the
d drive.

The Chrysalis will be accepting student submissions
through Feb. 21. Literary
submissions (poems and short
stories) should be sent to Box
3534. Art submissions should
be taken to the art department
main office. All submissions
should include name and box
number so they may be
returned.

Foreign studies
Madison College students
can register at Madison, but
study abroad in coordination
with many other universities
both here and abroad. For
more detailed information,
contact Dr. Bijan Saadatmand, Chairman of Foreign
Studies Committee, Department of Psychology, Johnston
221, extension 6119.

Seminar
A seminar on "The
Neutraphil as a Possible
Mechanism of IUD Action"
will be presented Feb. 2 at 4
p.m. in Burruss 212.

Reservations
All
calls
regarding
reservations for handball,
raquetball, and squash courts
in Godwin Hall should be
made to 6561 after 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday,

Boosters Club
There
will
be
an
organizational meeting of the
Boosters Club Feb. 3 at 6:45 in
meeting room.C, WCC.

Busch Gardens
Auditions for summer jobs
at Busch Gardens will be held
on Wednesday, Feb. 2 from 1-5
p.m. in Godwin Hall , Room
356.
There will be 175
positions available for performers and technicians.
Applicants must be 18 years of
age and be available for fulltime
employment
and
rehearsals in the spring.

Letters Abroad
Letters
Abroad
has
requests from students in
more than 100 nations for
correspondents at American
colleges and universities. For
further information write to
Letters Abroad, 209 East 56th
Street, New York, NY. 10022,
giving your name, address,age, college class, and
special interests, and enclose
a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.

NAACP rally
The NAACP will hold a
rally at the First Baptist
Church on Broad Street in
Harrisonburg Feb. 7 at 7:30
p.m.

Big Brothers
A local Big Brothers-Big
Sisters program is being
organized in Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County.
Interested volunteers develop
a one-to-one relationship with
a boy or girl who needs this
special type of attention. For
more information contact Pat
Churchman at 828-6073.

Psi Chi
Psi Chi will hold interviews
for perspective new members
Feb. 3 at 8 p.m. in meeting
room B WCC. Bring a transcript of your grades.

Karate

The National Association of
Broadcasters is sponsoring an
essay contest. Typewritten
essays of no more than 2,000
words may deal with any
aspect of "the First Amendment and the Electronic
Media" and must be received
by June 1. First prize is $500.
Send entries to: First
Amendment Essay Contest,
NAB, 1771 N Street, N.W.,
Room 602, Washington, D.C.
20036.

Scholarship
Percy Warren Honor
Society is offering a
scholarship to a senior entering graduate school.
Applications may be picked
up in the financial aid office
and must be returned to the
committee by March 4.

(CPS) A landmark suit
seeking to prevent the
Veterans
Administration
(VA) from collecting more
than $1.4 million in overpayments to veterans in
Colorado
colleges
and
universities has been filed by
the
Colorado
attorney
general's office.
The court challenge,
destined to have national
impact charges that state
colleges and universities have
been subjected to "a
reprehensible kangaroo
process," and is coupled with
a motion for a temporary
restraining order to prevent
the feds from trying to collect
any money until the matter is
settled in court.
The suit filed in Denver
U.S. District Court basically
"questions
the federal
governments' authority to
make the states pay for
mistakes the VA made,"
explained Colorado Assistant
Atty. General Dave Engdahl.
While Colorado risks losing
$1.4 million to the feds,
Engdahl noted, the situation is
worse in other states. "One
college in Boston, Mass.,
stands to lose more than $1.6
million alone," he said.
The Colorado AG's office
has had inquiries from other
states facing the same
problem Engdahl said, adding
that he has recieved calls
from atton.-y generals offices
in Washington, California.
Arizona, Michigan, New
Hampshire, Maryland and
Pennsylvania.
The over- payments-$1.4
million in Colorado for the
last six months aloneresulted from students failing
to attend class, dropping out
after the semester had begun
or decreasing their course
loads, Engdahl explained.
"The states can't be expected
to monitor the vets for the
VA," he added.

There will be a free karate
demonstration Feb. 3 at 7:30
p.m. in Garber Hall main
lounge.

Senior honors
Second semester juniors
interested in doing senior
honors should consult with
their academic advisors now
to develop a senior -honors
proposal.
For further information please contact Dr.
Riley, Department of History.

Coming Attractions On

Be sure
o drown
all fires.
\

\
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Tonight:

Essay contest

Suit filed
over V A
collection

Feb. 4 11 AM,

/

"With This In Mind", hosted *>y
Feb. 5 9 AM:
Diane Lilly. With special "Community Concert".
guest. Terry Whitmore, Presenting a program In the
director of the Pleasant View Madison College Faculty
Home for the handicapped, Series, featuring Mezzo8:30 P.M.
Soprano Charlene Ing!czyf
Tomorrow Night: accompanied by Tenor John
A. Little and Pianist^Mary E.
Madison College Men's Ohlsson.
Basketball. The Dukes play
Feb. 5:
against Catholic University
Madison
College
beginning at 7:44. The game is The
brought to you through the Duchesses play Salisbury
Madison College Sports State in basketball, beginning
Network on WMRA.
at 5:50.

IT'S A CELEBRATION!
What's the occasion? Groundhog Day, for
one thing — Jim and Jane's birthday for
another — and it's the third anniversary of
Full Tilt! Come in and see how niceJy we've
grown up! And whether or not the groundhog sees his shadow, wouldn't a new
haircut help brighten the next six weeks of
your life?

434-1010

107 S MAIN, HARRISONBURG, VA
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Concert Calendar

This Week
The girl is 12. The guy is a taxi driver.
What happens to both of them will shock you.

fAXI DRIVER
Wilson
//

Happy The Man"

Wed. Feb. 2
8and 10:30pm 75'WAD

Wilson Hall
8 pm Sunday Feb. 6
*I.00W/ID $2.00Public

featuring

MARRAKESH
Campus Center Ballroom
Thursday Feb. 3
8:30 pm
50'
:

Entertainment Line 6504
.....

...

■
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I Classifieds
t'itr sale
TWO LIVING ROOM CHAIRS
for sale Gold, upholstered,
good condition. $25 each. $45
pair VIVITAR F.NL.ARGKR
in excellent condition. Up to
2'» negatives. Two lens. $95.
Call 879-9470

DOONESBLKf*"
A FEtU WORDS A0OI/T CRYING
FACT: CRYING IS NEWS NO
MATTER WHAT THE STORY, IF
j YOUR SUBJECT CRIES. YOU'VE
i 607 YOUR LEAP' - —

KENWOOD
KR-3200
RECEIVER 20 watts-channel
$130
AR TURNTABLE
(Shure M91ED) $80 Granville
433-9361.

SOME Of THIS YEAR'S BRIGHTEST
REPORTING UlASlN THE AREA OF
CRY/NO! FOREXAMPU. WHOUXl EVER
FORGET WOOPSTElNS EXCLUSIVE ACCOUNT OF RlCHARP NIXON SOBBING
ON THE OVAL OFFICE

KUDOS. TOO. FOR THE COURTROOM CLOSEUPS OF a/WlNE LONGET, THE
WALTERS VIP YOUCRY?"INWVM
WITH PRESIDENT FORD; ANDEPHKON'S
SUPW COV£RA6e OF 6WRIA STEINEM
BREAK!N6 DOWN IN
MIAMI'

guTHOWPonese
STORIES STACk UP
TO MUSSES'MELT/NG SNOWFLAKES"'

^'T*"'

REALISTIC AM-FM
STEREO TUNER. Model
TM90. Used three months.
Was $125 new, sell for $30.
Max Bilsky, Johnston 113, ext.
6308.

THAT WAS
A CLASSIC!

OS5
YES, WHAT
ANY
DOYOUTHlNK,
OTHER
QUESTIONS? 0F6AME
SHOW CELEBRITIES9

WEIL, AS YOU KNOW, 6AME SHOW
CELEBRITIES ARE NOT REALLY
CELEBRITIES IN ANY FORMAL
SENSE, SINCE FEW OF THEM
- - HAVEEVERPONE
ANTTHIN6 WORTH ~r
CELEBRAVN6!
M

IT'S A NECESSARY SYSTEM,
TH0U6H. ONLY BY CREAVN6 WELL,
THEIR OWN "CELEBRITIES" WHERE
CAN MOST GAME SHOWS DO THEY
\
STAY IN THE GET THESE

3URBANK. AST UNDERSTAND IT.THEY'RB
RAISED IN ABANPONEP
SOUND STAGES..

Z^ SEt"

£#»

RICKENBACKER No. 4001
ELECTRIC BASS, double
pickup, black finish, stereo
output. Excellent condition.
Must see to appreciate. $350
with case. 434-4546 after 5
PM
MXR PHASE 90- Phase
shifter, great for keyboard,
guitar, bass, etc. Good condition. $65. 434-5836

"**'*
UNFAIR!

Wm

PRIVATE AND GROUP
PIANO LESSONS will be
offered this semester by
Maggie Wright.
For information, call 433-8204 after
3:30 PM.
BLACK VINYL 96" TUXEDO
./COUCH. $15. Not in the
/ world's greatest shape, but
/ what do you expect for $15,
J Call 434-6421

By Garry Triidean

>%*<t&ta.—,

QUESTION YES, 1'P LIKE TO
IN THE BACK ASK THE PANELISTS
j ROW'
WHAT THEY THINK
OF UPDATE
JOURNALISM->^

OH, I THINK IT'S V6RY
IMPORTANT! WITHOUT TT, WED
COMPLETELY LOSE TRACK OF
PEOPLE LIKE CHEVY CHASE AND
FRAN TARKENTON1 fc
\

BESIDES, ITS CLEARLY VERY
POPULAR I FOR INSTANCE, LATELY
I'VE BEEN HEARING A LOT OF
PEOPLE ASK, "WHATEVER
HAPPENED TO FORD?"

6ERALD
FORD?
I

'£&

RI6HVHEUSED
70 BE Cm OF
OUR PRESIDENTSf
PEOPLE ARB
CURIOUS! //gl

Wanted
WANTED TO BUY: 3.8-4 2 CU.
ft refrigerator. Contact Paul
at 433-4194 or box 3214.
WANTED:
ANY
OLD
STUFFING from pillows,
cushions, mattresses, etc. Call
Amy or Holly at 5762, on
campus. Thanx. /
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Up in the air
over someone?

ROOMMATE WANTED: M-F
to share a three bedroom
trailer with one male. Two
miles from campus. $70 and Vt
utilities. Call Alex Post after 3P.M., 434:8687.

Ic&fad*^

GALERIA
International Shop

ROOMMATE-S
WANTED:
One or two persons urgently
needed to snare house five
miles from school. Very
reasonable rent. Call 828-2118
or reply Box 3569.

For rent
SCUBA
DIVING
DISCOUNTS. Rental, Rock
Shop, Blue Ridge Dive and
Craft Shop, 1726 Allied St.,
Charlottesville. Only hours:
1-5 Sat. and Sun., Ph. 804-293-

Jobs
JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX, Dept.
M-6 Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

Let that person know I! I
Special personals page
for
Valentines Day, Friday, Feb.
at the regular $.50 rate

The Breeze needs paid typists

IF I flunk out, you're it!

Wall Hangings
Hand Knitted
Wool Products

DAVE— "for a ski instructor'*, you're a super-nice
guy. Thanks for a great time
Thursday night. -Annette- PS.
I owe you a lifesaver.
BUCKS: I hear you're in love.
My heart is breaking. Duke.

Introductory Sale
Storewide-W/I.D.

Personal

v

Stutlents
, 10% Discount

Come in for a free cup
of Colombian coffee
Call

612
ft*5^^^^<-^^^^^^^*^^^rf^?^?^?
?***-*•#•*#•*"*#•#*><*
Vs^***s^*s^^J

Quality Colombian Products

